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ABSTRACT

The dryline has long been associated with the development o f  severe 

thunderstorms in the southern Plains during the spring and early summer months.

The propagation and structure o f  the dryline are closely tied to surface processes that 

are neither well-understood nor well-resolved with current observational capabilities. 

As a result, there are often large errors in forecasts o f  dryline position and structure.

Improvements in radar technology have allowed for better observations o f  the 

dryline in recent years. Here, very-fine scale radar observations taken with the 

mobile UMass W-band radar during a double-dryline IHOP event on 22 May 2002 in 

the Oklahoma panhandle are presented. The observations are placed in the context o f  

the dryline secondary circulation, which describes flow in a plane normal to the 

dryline. The narrow half-power beamwidth o f  the antenna on the W-band (0.18 deg) 

permitted the measurements o f  channels o f  upward (10 m s'' over a horizontal 

distance o f  50-100 m) and downward (-6 m s'' over a horizontal distance o f  1 km) 

vertical velocity, greater in absolute magnitude than that previously reported in 

dryline field studies.

A ground-based variational pseudo-multiple Doppler processing technique is 

introduced, which is used to decompose time series o f  RHl velocity data into 

horizontal and vertical wind components. Results o f  observation system simulation 

experiments (OSSEs) with both an analytic and LES data set indicate the technique 

very accurately retrieves the individual components o f  motion. Further, the OSSE 

results highlight shortcomings o f  the technique. Finally, the technique is applied to a

Vll



retrograding dryline from 22 May 2002. Fine-scale structure o f  the retreating dryline 

interface is presented.
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VARIATIONAL PSEUDO MULTIPLE-DOPPLER ANALYSES OF A  
DRYLINE UTILIZING VERY-HIGH RESOLUTION MOBILE DOPPLER

RADAR DATA

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction to problem

The dryline has long been identified as a region favorable for the development 

o f  deep convection. The feature is prevalent during the spring months (Rhea 1966 

identified dryline occurrence on 40% o f  spring days) over the southern and central 

U.S. Plains. Owing to the strong vertical wind shear that is often characteristic o f  the 

dryline environment, storms that form on the dryline often attain supercellular 

attributes, thereby carrying the attendant threat o f  large hail, damaging winds and 

tornadoes.

The dryline can be thought o f  as the intersection o f the top o f  a surface-based 

layer o f  virtually cool, moist air originating over the Gulf o f  Mexico and the sloping 

terrain east o f  the Rocky Mountains. The axis o f  the dryline represents a three- 

dimensional region o f  enhanced low-level convergence. Therefore it also denotes a 

zone in which upward vertical motion is relatively strong.

For convective initiation to occur, air parcels that ascend in the dryline 

convergence zone (DCZ) must attain the level o f  free convection (LFC) prior to 

exiting the DCZ (Ziegler and Rasmussen 1998). However, the amount o f  negative 

buoyancy that air parcels must overcome (i.e., the “capping inversion”) to achieve the 

LFC is often substantial. Ascending air parcels in the DCZ are influenced by the air 

mass characteristics on either side o f  the boundary, and the relative contribution from



each o f  these air masses determines: 1) the amount o f  negative buoyancy parcels 

ascending in the DCZ experience, 2) the amount o f  moisture contained within the 

ascending air parcels, 3) the residence time o f  the air parcels in the DCZ and 4) the 

amount o f  moisture detrained to the environment during ascent. All four o f  these 

factors directly affect the success or failure o f  deep convective initiation. 

Unfortunately, all four o f  these factors are largely indeterminable in operational 

practice. Proximity soundings (and model forecasts derived from these soundings) 

are about the only reliable tools available for determination o f  positive (CAPE) and 

negative (CIN) buoyancy, but these soundings largely fail to capture the true three- 

dimensional kinematic and thermodynamic environment o f  the DCZ. The 

determination o f  air parcel characteristics, particularly the parcel moisture, is well 

beyond our present operational measurement capabilities. Furthermore, the 

mesoseale and microscale processes governing all o f  the aforementioned factors are 

largely unknown due to the limited number o f thorough investigations that have been 

carried out.

During the spring o f  2002, an ambitious multi-agency field experiment, the 

International H2O Project (IHOP) was conducted over the central and southern Plains. 

The primary goal o f  this project was the “improved characterization o f  the four

dimensional distribution o f  water vapor and its application to improving the 

understanding and prediction o f  convection” (UCAR/ATD 2002). The convection 

initiation (Cl) component o f  this project was focused on resolving the kinematics o f  

surface boundaries, particularly heterogeneities that would yield clues to the



preferential development o f  convection (e.g., triple points*). Multiple ground-based 

and aircraft-based measurement platforms were employed for this purpose.

As part o f  this cooperative effort, the W-band (3 mm wavelength) radar from 

the University o f  Massachusetts (Bluestein and Pazmany 2000) gathered data on 

several IHOP case days. Since the quality o f  the data on 22 May 2002 was superior 

to that obtained on the rest o f  the operations days, this date has been chosen as a focus 

for this study. Owing to the very fine beamwidth o f  the radar (0.18 degrees), 

previously unresolved dryline spatial structure was observed. Considering the 

multitude o f  available measurement platforms, this dryline was one o f  the most 

intensively observed in history.

The primary scientific objective o f  this research is to resolve previously 

unseen fînescale motions o f  the dryline. Knowing these motions will help us better 

visualize the contribution o f  each individual air mass at the dryline interface, and will 

perhaps lead to better conceptual models o f  modes o f  success and failure o f  Cl in the 

DCZ.

1.2 Background on dryline research

The history o f  dryline study is broad and extensive. Contributions to the study 

o f the dryline have primarily involved either observational case studies or numerical 

modeling. The dryline was first mentioned by Fujita (1958), who discussed the

' The term “triple point” is colloquially used to denote the intersection point o f  three distinctly 
different air masses. The intersection o f  a dryline and a baroclinie boundary (front, outflow boundary) 
is often referred to in such a manner.



concept o f  a “dry front” and associated thunderstorm development. This analysis 

followed from the Tornado Research Airplane Project, which gathered the earliest 

observations o f  the dryline. During 1961-1962, the National Severe Storm Project 

(NSSP) staff (1963) carried out more detailed analyses. In these studies, dewpoint 

gradients on the order o f  18 “C /l-lO  km o f horizontal extent were found.

Furthermore, surface convergence values on the order o f  10'  ̂ s'* were documented.

Rhea (1966) performed a climatological study o f  the dryline over the southern 

Plains covering the spring months (April-June) o f  1959-1962. He found that the 

dryline (defined as a >= 10 °F dewpoint discontinuity between adjacent surface 

stations) was present during approximately 45% o f  days in the study. Even more 

significant was the finding that, o f  these dryline days, 70% exhibited some form o f  

radar echo development within 200 nautical miles o f  the boundary (Fig. 1). It appears 

that owing to the limitations o f  the available data, the methodology for dryline case 

selection may have admitted large dewpoint gradients associated with cold fronts as 

well; hence, the reported rate o f  convective initiation was erroneously large. Rhea 

also noted that “there was some suggestion.. .o f a mechanical lifting and/or thermal 

effect on echo development from the Wichita Mountains...” (p.59) These words 

were perhaps the first to hint at the dependence o f  storm initiation at the dryline on 

characteristics o f  the terrain.

Rhea made the astute observation that there was likely some degree o f  lateral 

mixing between the dry and moist air masses at the dryline interface. The typical 

proportion o f this mixture is still largely unknown today. In his paper, he assumed



that there was an equal mixing o f  dry and moist air masses (his equations (2) and (3)). 

Using this equally mixed parcel, Rhea concluded that “thunderstorm formation 

appears feasible at the dryline in essentially all cases.. .even without the aid o f  any 

destabilizing convergence between the two air masses”. This statement suggested the 

prevalence o f  CAPE over the dryline. Indeed, this often-extreme conditional 

instability plagues forecasters today, and necessarily biases forecasts such that there is 

a high false alarm rate.

Schaefer (1974), using several years o f  data, developed a conceptual model o f  

the typical life cycle o f  the dryline. In this study, he closely related the concept o f  the 

dryline to the vertical distributions o f  temperature and moisture on either side o f  the 

boundary. As stated in this paper, “Once a dryline forms, it is very intimately related 

to the low-level inversion or stable layer” (p.448). Furthermore, Schaefer 

documented the presence o f  high-frequency waves on the capping inversion east o f  

the dryline (e.g., structure o f  isentropes and isohumes in Fig. 2).

Ogura and Chen (1977) and Sun and Ogura (1979) introduced the “inland sea 

breeze” hypothesis for the intensification o f the moisture gradient associated with the 

dryline (Fig. 3). This hypothesis drew an analog to the coastal sea breeze, in which a 

diurnal variation in non-homogeneous surface heating induces a vertical circulation in 

the plane normal to a sea breeze boundary. They found in their two-dimensional 

planetary boundary layer (PEL) model that vertical motions along the boundary were 

sufficient for the development o f  moist convection.



Parsons et al. (1991) performed a detailed case study o f  a retrograding dryline 

in west Texas using a Doppler lidar and rawinsonde observations. In contrast to its 

radar counterpart, the lidar had certain advantages as it afforded increased azimuthal 

and range resolution, no side lobes and no ground clutter. However, it was rather 

limited in its range (<10 km maximum range). The dryline in their case exhibited 

numerous horizontal inflections, including a general bending to the west over the 

southern portion o f  the boundary (near Midland, Texas), an attribute closely tied to 

the topography o f  the region. Rawinsonde ascents showed clearly that the potential 

temperature in the mixed layer above the capping inversion east o f  the dryline was 

equal to that in the mixed convective boundary layer west o f  the dryline. Using 

conservation principles, this observation confirmed that virtually warm air parcels in 

the dry air ascended over the virtually cool boundary layer to the east o f  the dryline 

(Fig. 4). These rawinsondes ascents further suggested that the moist air was deepest 

within 5 km o f  the leading edge o f  the dryline, indicative o f an upward “bulge” in 

specific humidity. The strongest upward vertical motion was found to be just on the 

dry side o f  the boundary. Evidence was also given for the existence o f  gravity waves, 

as spatial virtual potential temperature fluctuations were 90 degrees out o f  phase with 

the vertical motion field. The magnitude o f  the measured horizontal pressure gradient 

and the observed speed o f  dryline retrogression in their case were consistent with that 

expected from density current theory.

Sun and Wu (1992) used a two-dimensional mesoseale model with soil 

physics to assess the relative importance o f meteorological and topographic factors in



the formation o f  the dryline. They found that low-level wind shear and terrain slope 

were critical to the development o f  their simulated dryline, while horizontal gradients 

in soil moisture played an important, though secondary, role. Interestingly, they 

demonstrated that an initial moisture gradient was not necessary for the development 

o f  a dryline: simply superimposing a prescribed convergent wind field on sloping 

terrain (with no initial horizontal gradient in specific humidity) developed a dryline 

within 36 hours o f  simulation time. The structure o f  the vertical motion in their 

simulated dryline was similar to that shown in previous research, in that the 

maximum in upward motion was located on the western edge o f  the baroclinie zone.

Hane et al. (1993) (hereafter H93) presented results from the Cooperative 

Oklahoma Profiler Studies-1991 (COPS-91). In this study, multiple airborne-based 

and ground-based observing systems were deployed to study the dryline. The peak 

convergence in the DCZ was found to be at an altitude o f  1.1 km MSL (-several 

hundred m AGL). This finding highlighted the importance o f  the integrated vertical 

divergence in the determination o f  success or failure o f  convective initiation. Also o f  

interest was the identification o f an elevated maximum in mixing ratio just above the 

convective boundary layer (CBL) to the east o f  the dryline. This maximum was 

speculated to be moisture transported vertically at the DCZ, then advected eastward at 

inversion level. It was suggested that this layer o f  moisture could entrain into 

developing storm east o f  the dryline. H93 also documented the motion o f  the dryline 

as a series o f  discrete “steps,” the cause o f  which may have been subsidence east o f  

the dryline. On one o f  the case days there was a double fineline structure indicative



o f  two convergence zones/moisture gradients (Fig. 5). It was hypothesized that the 

region between these finelines represented a third distinct air mass, that o f  a broad 

mixing zone. Finally, aircraft traverses revealed that moisture gradients were much 

sharper along certain sections o f  the dryline than others, presumably highlighting 

specific regions as being more favorable for the initiation o f  convection. This finding 

added emphasis to the concept o f  along-dryline variability, a topic which is actively 

studied today (e.g., during IHOP).

Ziegler et al. (1995) documented the first attempt at explicitly modeling the 

dryline. Using a non-hydrostatic two-dimensional mesoseale model, the authors 

demonstrated the sensitivity o f  the dryline to east-west gradients in soil moisture. In 

regions with high soil moisture content, less incoming solar radiation was partitioned 

to sensible heating, especially in comparison to the strong sensible heating o f  the 

relatively barren terrain west o f  the dryline. Consequently, hydrostatic horizontal 

pressure gradients developed and accelerated the easterly subgeostrophic flow in the 

plane normal to the dryline. In numerical experiments with horizontally 

homogeneous soil moisture, no dryline was produced. The modeling effort also 

confirmed many o f  the observed dryline properties in previous studies (e.g., Gy 

gradients on the order o f  >4 g kg ' per 10 km, upward bulges o f  moisture above the 

surface dryline location, eastward advection o f vertically transported moisture)

Crawford and Bluestein (1997) (hereafter CB97) further analyzed selected 

COPS-91 case days to obtain characteristics o f  various dryline passages, primarily 

based upon surface mesonetwork data. For some eastward moving drylines.



oscillations in dewpoint and wind direction and speed with a period o f  ~  90 minutes 

were noted after dryline passage (Fig. 6). The explanation posed by CB97 was that 

gravity waves in the mid and upper troposphere caused periodic mixing down o f high 

zonal momentum from that level. The authors also identified three modes o f  dryline 

passage: gradual (slow decrease in surface dewpoint), immediate (quick dewpoint 

drop, relatively co-located with a wind shift, continuous dryline motion) and step

wise (discrete “jumps” in dryline location). For westward moving drylines, the 

authors presented evidence that refuted the density-current theory, as no surface 

pressure response was noted with retrogression in most cases. Furthermore, the 

observed virtual temperature decrease was less than that which would have been 

dynamically consistent with the observed retrogression speed.

CB97 suggested two hypotheses to explain the apparent “stepped” nature o f  

some o f  the drylines. The first was the “mixing zone” hypothesis, after Ziegler and 

Hane (1993). The basis o f  this theory was that the airmass between two separate 

moisture discontinuities (e.g., double dryline in Hane et al. 1993) was itself a separate 

third airmass type, a mixture o f  volumes o f  air from either side o f  the dryline. This 

intermediate airmass was termed the “mixing zone”. CB97 also suggested the 

“downdraft hypothesis” in which descent (e.g., due to turbulent kinetic energy from 

the return branch o f  the dryline secondary circulation) to the east o f  the dryline ascent 

caused drier air to be transported to the surface in a series o f  steps.

Hane et al. (1997) analyzed a case from COPS-91 to document the fmescale 

dryline structure and address the topic o f  along-dryline variability. They found that



irrigation processes could have acted to retard dryline advancement by decreasing 

sensible heat flux from the surface. Also, soundings revealed that the time o f  

cumulus cloud development was coincident with the time o f  most rapid increase in 

the depth o f  the CBL east o f  the dryline. The location o f  maximum upward vertical 

motion was found to be towards the dry side o f  the boundary, consistent with that 

found by other investigators (e.g.. Parsons et al. 1991, Sun and Wu 1992). Some o f  

the observed along-dryline variability o f  cumulus convection was obvious (e.g., local 

maxima in moisture advection due to heterogeneities in the surface wind). However, 

other more subtle features were discovered. For example, a secondary 

convergent/cloud line was observed that formed an angle with the dryline boundary 

(Fig. 7). It was hypothesized by the authors that this cloud line was the result o f  

spatial differences in vertical momentum mixing, which were suggested to be due to 

strong heterogeneities in land use. A  mesoseale circulation could have developed at 

an arbitrary orientation with respect to the dryline. The initiation o f  deep convection 

was found to occur at the intersection o f this secondary convergence line with the 

dryline (Fig. 7).

Atkins et al. (1998) used National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) 

Electra Doppler Radar (ELDORA) data from the Verification o f  the Origins o f  

Rotation in Tornadoes Experiment (VORTEX-95) (Rasmussen et al. 1994) to 

investigate along-dryline variability in relation to horizontal convective rolls (HCRs) 

(e.g., Lemone 1973, Weckwerth et al. 1997). The intersection points o f  the dryline 

and these HCRs were shown to have enhanced ascent (i.e., the upward motion in the

10



DCZ lifted the HCR axes) and resulted in horizontally periodic cumulus cloud 

development. The dryline secondary circulation was well resolved by the ELDORA, 

including the rotor at the head o f  the circulation (Fig. 8). The observations in the 

paper supported density current theory (Simpson 1969) as the dynamical model 

governing the retrograding dryline, though it was found to be valid only on the 

leading edge o f  the dryline circulation (2-5 km). The authors argue that on larger 

scales the Coriolis force also must be accounted for in the ftow-fbrce balance.

Ziegler and Rasmussen (1998) delved into the details o f  the convective 

initiation question utilizing data gathered in COPS-91, VORTEX-94 and VORTEX- 

95. They found that moisture convergence (calculated from ELDORA wind analyses 

and in-situ specific humidity measurements taken aboard the NOAA P-3 aircraft) 

exponentially decreased with height in the DCZ above a constant boundary layer 

value (Fig. 9). The strongest upward vertical motion was found at and above 1 km 

AGL in the DCZ. Throughout the paper, emphasis was placed on the importance o f  

deep layer convergence in the development o f  convection. Even with deep 

convergence and no convective inhibition (CIN), convective initiation often failed to 

occur due to dry, stable layers above the moist boundary layer. In situations with 

weak mesoseale lift, rising air parcels could achieve LCL without reaching LFC, at 

which point the mixing with the ambient air mass affected the moisture content o f  the 

parcel. The fundamental conclusion from this work was that fo r  deep convection to 

initiate, air parcels must achieve their LFC prior to leaving the mesoseale updraft o f  

the dryline (Fig. 10). Following this line o f  thought, the authors attempted to quantify

11



the likelihood o f  initiation by computing ratios (hwmax/hLCL, hwmax/htFc) relating the 

height o f  maximum vertical motion in the DCZ (hw m ax) to the height o f  the LCL ( L l c l )  

and LFC (htFc)- For convective initiation, it was found that the vertical flux o f  moist 

air from the mesoseale updraft must dominate the horizontal flux o f  dry air from west 

o f  the dryline. The contribution from each air mass is largely tied to the tilt o f  the 

dryline secondary circulation. For example, strong positive westerly vertical wind 

shear would suggest a largely tilted secondary circulation, which is prohibitive for 

convective initiation. This conclusion was similar to that found by Peckham and 

Wicker (2000). They showed in an idealized numerical simulation that a strong 

westerly wind reduced the magnitude o f  upward vertical motion in the DCZ.

Weiss and Bluestein (2002) used ELDORA data from a case during 

VORTEX-95 to synthesize the boundary layer circulations associated with the near- 

dryline environment. The analyses revealed a tilted dryline secondary circulation, 

with maximum horizontal convergence (nearly constant in the lowest 1 km AGL as 

indicated by Ziegler and Rasmussen (1998)) tilted to the east with height in the 

boundary layer (Fig. 11). Maximum upward and downward vertical motions in the 

dryline region were found to be 2 m s’’ and 2-3 m s’’, respectively^. The downward 

motion was located approximately 5 km to the east o f  the ascending motion in the 

DCZ, similar in location to that suggested by the “downdraft hypothesis” in H93 and 

CB97, and shown by the analyses o f  Atkins et al. (1998). The couplet o f  vertical 

motion defined a rotor eirculation (on the head o f  the mesoseale secondary

 ̂For an LFC o f  ~  2 km, a parcel ascending at 2 m s ' would need to reside in the DCZ for ~  15 min to 
reach the LFC.

12



circulation^) which may have been a visible effect o f  a ffontogenetical process acting 

to further increase surface convergence, and hence the gradients o f  moisture and 

potential temperature, at the dryline interface. The authors also demonstrated 

evidence o f  a residual form o f the dryline secondary circulation (RDSC) that may 

have existed on the cool side o f  the intersection point o f  the dryline with an outflow 

boundary (residing above the cold pool) (Fig. 12). Theories about the mode o f  

convective initiation in a triple point regime were posed. One such theory drew an 

analog between the outflow boundary and the secondary convergence line discovered 

in Hane et al. (1997).

Jones and Barmon (2002) used a mixed layer model to analyze the diurnal 

behavior o f  the dryline. They found that dryline advancement was most sensitive to 

the amount o f  surface heat flux (relative to the depth o f  the mixed layer and strength 

o f the capping inversion). Vertical entrainment increased the slope o f  the dryline, but 

did not affect its eastward advancement significantly. Boundary layer heating, 

therefore, was found to be the primary mechanism for dryline propagation. The 

authors also found a spike in inversion height when the dryline ceased its eastward 

movement in the late afternoon. It was speculated that this spike was due to both 

vertical entrainment and horizontal convergence in the CBL. This spike in inversion 

height was significant as it often coincided with the time o f convective initiation.

 ̂The mesoseale secondary circulation is defined by the (easterly) low-level inflow o f  virtually cool air 
near the surface and the (westerly) return flow  o f  virtually warm air near the capping inversion level. 
The horizontal scale o f  this circulation is 0 -1 0 -1 0 0  km.
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1.3 Background on Doppler data processing

The primary tool o f  research used in the study o f  many atmospheric 

phenomena, including drylines, is Doppler radar, owing to its ability to sense 

remotely radial wind velocity over a large region o f space in a short period o f  time. 

However, the processing o f  Doppler data is non-trivial, limited by the designs o f  both 

the instrument and the collection method.

Doppler radars provide only the radial component o f  motion along the line o f  

sight o f  the radar beam. Therefore, no information on the wind component normal to 

the line o f  sight is available. However, for multiple radar systems that observe a 

region o f  space simultaneously (at some distance apart), it is possible over a limited 

domain to calculate wind components in non-radial planes. This process is often 

referred to as dual-Doppler synthesis or in general for more than one radar, multiple- 

D oppler synthesis. These techniques can generally be classified as either traditional 

or variational (or a hybrid o f  both). Traditional techniques are generally iterative, and 

involve iterations between diagnostic equations for the dependent variables. 

Therefore, the unknown analysis variables are found in a non-simultaneous manner. 

Variational techniques incorporate all dependent analysis variables into one 

minimized functional, and these variables are usually solved simultaneously.

1.3.1 Traditional techniques

The most basic experimental design is the dual-Doppler configuration (Fig. 

13), in which there are two radar platforms (ideally o f  similar characteristics)

14



separated by some distance (often referred to as the baseline). Using geometry, one 

can write an expression for the radial wind velocity for each o f  the radars as a 

function o f  the Cartesian wind components u, v, and

Vri = [xiM+yiv+zw]/Ri ( la )

Vr2 = [X2M+y2V+ZW]/R2 ( lb )

where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the radar number, Vm denotes the radial velocity 

measurement from radar n; x, y  and z  represent the location o f  the sampled data point 

relative to the radar, u, v  and w  are the Cartesian wind velocity components, and R is 

the slant range from the radar to the sampled data point [R=(x^+y^+z^)*^^]. As this 

system stands, it is an underdetermined problem with two equations ((la), (lb ))

describing the relation between three unknowns (u, v, w). However, we can introduce

a kinematic constraint to close the system. For example, one can use the anelastic 

mass continuity equation:

dw f  du 0v
ÔZ dx dy

K -
\ dz

+ Kw (2a)

(2b)

If considering precipitation particles, one must also account for the terminal fall speed o f  these 
particles in the calculation o f  w .
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where f iz )  is a base-state horizontally averaged density and k  denotes the vertical 

density stratification (assumed constant here).

The solution o f  the individual Cartesian wind velocities is usually found using 

an iterative process between the radial wind expressions ((la), (lb )) and the mass 

continuity equation ((2a), (2b)). A  boundary condition must be imposed to carry out 

this process, either at the upper boundary (e.g., w=0 at the top o f  a thunderstorm) or at 

the lower boundary (e.g., w=0 at the surface (impermeability)). The direct integration 

o f  mass continuity makes it a strong constraint, one that incurs error due to the 

vertical density stratification o f  the atmosphere.

Armijo (1969) was the first to develop the above theory for determining the 

true three-dimensional wind field. He reduced the three-equation system  

(( 1 a),( 1 b),(2a),(2b)) to a single partial differential equation (pde) in w  with 

coefficients involving known data (radial velocity data and geometrical factors). 

Armijo also realized that the geometry o f  the problem lent itself well to a cylindrical 

coordinate system, with the central axis o f  the cylinder aligned along the radar 

baseline. Using a transformation from Cartesian to cylindrical coordinates, he 

derived a simpler pde for w, from which u and v could be calculated. Armijo further 

developed his theory for the case o f  three non-collinear Doppler radars (Fig. 14), 

demonstrating that radial velocity data from three radars and the equation o f  mass 

continuity were sufficient to determine the full three-dimensional wind field.

However, he further noted that analysis errors were quite likely due to both radial
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velocity observation error and the transformation o f  data from the coordinate system  

in which it was gathered (e.g., interpolation).

Brandes (1977) applied the technique o f  Armijo (1969) to dual-Doppler 

observations o f  a severe thunderstorm. The reflectivity and radial velocity data were 

first interpolated to horizontal planes using an asymmetric Barnes weighting function 

(an oblate spheroid). With this technique, Brandes was able to create a plausible 

analysis o f  the storm flow structure.

Many other dual-Doppler analyses in the literature have used traditional dual- 

Doppler techniques to recover the three-dimensional wind field, but w ill not be 

elaborated on further as the focus o f  this work will be on variational techniques.

1.3.2 Variational techniques

The framework o f the variational problem is really that o f  static data 

assimilation (e.g., 3D-VAR). In other words, at a fixed time, we seek an analysis that 

best satisfies all o f the data given. In this case, the analyzed field sought is a set o f  

three-dimensional wind vectors at all o f the gridpoints in a solution domain. The 

input to the problem are the radial wind velocities from all o f  the observing radars.

As will be shown below, variational techniques offer many advantages over the 

traditional techniques. For example, the types and strength o f  the constraints are
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flexible, the radial nature o f  the observations can be preserved, and there are no 

elevation angle restrictions on the analysis^.

For dual-Doppler analysis, the system o f  radial velocity equations ((la) and 

(lb )) represent an underdetermined problem. In other words, i f  n denotes the number 

o f  unknowns in the system and m denotes the number o f  equations relating these 

unknowns, then there are n-m degrees o f  freedom to our solution space, and therefore 

infinitely many solutions exist. To make the problem well posed (and to obtain a 

unique solution), we must impose additional constraints. The number and types o f  

these constraints make each variational technique distinct. The designs o f  the 

problem dictate the proper formulation. For each technique^, a cost function J  is 

defined similar to the following:

•/=  d̂omain (Zobs (departure from observations)^ +

(̂ constraints departure from constraints)^) (3)

The final solution (e.g., the analysis) is therefore the one that minimizes the variance 

o f  the departure from all observations and all constraints, summed over the whole 

domain. A  wide variety o f  variational problems can be defined based on the types 

(and number) o f  observations and choice o f  constraints.

 ̂Traditional iterative techniques suffer from mathematical instability in regions with high-elevation 
angle radial velocity data (Dowell and Shapiro 2003)
® Specifically, weak constraint techniques in this example
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If background information is available (e.g., a previous model forecast, 

climatology), then the assimilation problem includes this information as a constraint. 

An example o f  this is optimal or statistical interpolation, where a cost function similar 

to the following is developed (Lorenc (1986)):

y(x) = -  //(%)) (4)

where x  is the analyzed field, is the background field, is a vector o f

observations, H  is an operator that transforms variables between observational space 

and gridpoint space, and B and R are the background and observation covariance 

matrices^, respectively. This technique is very powerful, and is widely used in model 

initialization today (e.g., ECMWF).

In the event that no background information is available, then other 

constraints must be introduced. Most often these constraints take the form o f  

dynamical balance relations. Sasaki (1970) was the first to develop the variational 

technique for this type o f  problem. He introduced three strategies for variational 

minimization:

Timewise localized:

a /  = !=  0 (5a)
n /

’ These covariance matrices express the variance (on-diagonal) and spatial correlation (off-diagonal) o f  
background and observation error, respectively.
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Strong dynamical constraint:

n I

Weak dynamical constraint:

^  = S Y u H k ( ^ .  - Y + (ç i, M= 0  (5c)
n /

In the above equations, SJ represents the incremental form o f  the cost function, 

a,, and a,, are weighting coefficients for the weak constraints, <Pi and <pj are the

analysis values, ^  are the observations, V, is the local change, is the spatial 

derivative in the Xk direction (k=l, 2, 3), G, denotes a prognostic or diagnostic 

equation (described below), and/I,-is the Lagrange multiplier.

The dynamical or kinematic constraint in the first formulation (5a)

acts as a low-pass filter; that is, high frequency scales o f  motion are damped. This 

variational procedure produces an analysis field identical to the observational field in 

phase, but reduced in amplitude. The second formulation (5b) will find a solution 

that exactly satisfies the dynamical or kinematic constraint 

Gj [ipi, Ç j, V,(Pi, V î<Pi, VjiiÇj ) and approximately satisfies the observations ^ . 

Examples o f  G  include the primitive horizontal and vertical momentum equations
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(and approximations thereof), mass continuity and the thermodynamic equation. To 

use such a framework, one must be confident in the validity o f  the dynamical 

constraint (e.g., is it appropriate for the scale o f  motion considered?) relative to the 

accuracy o f  the data. In such a situation where the validity o f  the constraint is in 

question and/or the data are believed to be very accurate, then the weak constraint 

formalism (5c) may be the best choice®. In this formulation, the constant aj can be 

altered according to this relative characteristic accuracy. It can be shown that in the 

limit o f  O' ->  0 0 , the weak constraint solution converges to that o f  the strong 

constraint solution.

1.3.3 Application o f  variational techniques in dual/multiple Doppler studies

Since their introduction into the meteorological literature in the late 1950’s ,̂ 

variational techniques have been used in a number o f dual and multiple-Doppler 

analyses o f  convection.

Ray et al. (1980) (hereafter R80) tested a number o f traditional and hybrid 

traditional/variational techniques in the wind retrieval o f  a tomadic thunderstorm.

The traditional techniques involved either upward integration o f  the standard equation 

set (e.g., (la ), (lb ), (2 a), (2 b)) with a boundary condition o f  w= 0  at ground, or a 

downward integration with vv= 0  at the top o f  the storm (which required data to extend 

to the top o f  the storm). The hybrid techniques utilized a variational adjustment

® As will be demonstrated later, it may even be appropriate to remove the dynamic constraint altogether 
i f  enough observations are present.
® Originally, the techniques were developed for objective analysis.
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applied after the synthesis o f  the three-dimensional winds with the traditional 

equation set (e.g., (la ), (lb ), (2a), (2b)). The cost function for the two-radar case was 

as follows:

rf du dv 
dy

dz + C >dxdy = minimum

(6)

where a  and p  were weak constraint weighting coefficients (inversely proportional to 

the observational error covariance), u and v were analyzed velocities, «obs and Vobs 

were the observed velocities, X was the Lagrange multiplier, and C was a constant 

representing the integrated horizontal divergence such that the term multiplying 

X equaled zero.

R80 also presented techniques for three sets o f  radial velocity measurements. 

For the three radar system, a unique “direct” solution o f  the three wind components 

can be obtained if  the measurements are error-free and non-collinear, e.g. three 

equations o f  form (la ) and (lb ) with no kinematic constraint. However, 

measurement error makes an exact direct solution impossible, particularly for the w  

component, where measurement error is a significant percentage o f  the typical 

magnitude. Therefore, a least-squares solution was the only possible way to find u, v 

and w  in this direct manner. R80 concluded that the best analysis technique for the 

three-radar case was one that took u, v  and w from the direct solution mentioned
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above, followed by application o f  a variational minimization with a strong mass 

continuity constraint (Fig. 15). The triple-Doppler analysis was found to have less 

variance in the divergence fields compared to its dual-Doppler counterpart. Therefore, 

divergence-derived fields (e.g., w) were more robust. R80 generalized this thought: 

“As more information is used, the quality o f  a properly designed analysis improves 

and the error variance is reduced." (p. 1619).

Chong and Campos (1996) presented the extended overdetermined dual- 

Doppler variational (EODD) technique. EODD performed a variational adjustment 

o f  the horizontal velocity components given a specified estimate o f  mP. The cost 

function minimized for EODD was:

^(w,v)= }  '^a^u-\-/3y+yfw° + V ,)-V ^  + 4
ÔU dv W  0 1 j--------- /CW
dK dy dz

(7)

where a, f  and y were the geometrical coefficients relating radial velocity and 

Cartesian velocity components, u and v were the analyzed horizontal winds, w® was 

the fixed guess o f  vertical velocity. Ft was the terminal fall speed o f  precipitation, V\ 

was the observation o f  radial wind, p\ and were the weighting coefficients o f  the 

constraints and J2 was a second order derivative acting as a filter. The first term in (7) 

defined the fit o f  the analysis to the observations, the second term was a weak mass
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continuity constraint, and the third term was a low-pass filter. The analysis values o f  

horizontal velocity resulting from the minimization o f  F:

dF dF
—  = 0  and —  = 0  (8 )
du dv

were then used in the anelastic mass continuity equation ((2 a), (2 b)) to obtain a new 

estimate o f  which was replaced in (7) to calculate new horizontal velocities. This 

iterative procedure was repeated until convergence was achieved.

One can immediately see a major benefit o f  such a formalism, namely that the 

radial nature o f  the observations was preserved. In other words, the minimization 

was performed directly on the departure from Vi, and not on a previously synthesized 

wind component (e.g., as in R80).

Bousquet and Chong (1998) (hereafter BC98) presented the multiple-Doppler 

synthesis and continuity adjustment technique (MUSCAT) to improve upon EODD. 

The cost functional was very similar to the EODD case (7), except that the first term 

describing the fit to the data was:

IjrZ  + y ,(^  + K,)- r j  ' (9)
’ p=l q=\

10 dF dF
The minimization equations  = 0 and  = 0 are referred to as the Euler-Lagrange

du dv
equations.
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Here, Up was the number o f radars, ng(p) was the total number o f  measurements inside 

an ellipsoid o f  influence for each radar, # w a s  the total number o f  measurements for 

all radars, cOg was a distance-dependent weight function (e.g., Cressman), w  was the 

analyzed vertical velocity, and all other variables were as in (7). BC98 noted that one 

limitation o f the EODD technique was the interpolation o f  polar coordinate radial 

velocity data to a Cartesian grid prior to application o f  EODD. This interpolation was 

necessary to get a value o f  Vi for each radar observing the point in space. For regions 

close to the radar, the angular orientation o f  the outgoing radial changed quickly for 

small displacements. Therefore, averaging induced a large amount o f  error close to 

the radar, which was demonstrated clearly by the case studies o f  BC98 (Fig. 16). The 

MUSCAT formulation incorporated the interpolation procedure directly into the 

least-squares minimization. As a result, all observations (in their pure radial form) 

within the ellipsoid o f  influence were included in the analysis, rather than a single 

representative average.

BC98 also noted that due to the iterative nature o f  EODD, residuals in the 

analyzed velocity values led to inconsistent horizontal and vertical velocities. 

MUSCAT was developed as a simultaneous method o f solution (note the presence o f  

w  rather than w® in (9) compared to (7)).

Shapiro and Mewes (1999) furthered this work by presenting a series o f  

variational techniques in coplanar coordinates. These techniques combined the radial 

wind relations and mass continuity equation as weak and strong constraints for the 

minimization. They found that the transformation from Cartesian to cylindrical
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coordinates greatly reduced the complexity o f  the analysis (for the two-radar system). 

The formulations were shown to be well-posed mathematically when, for each point 

in the analysis domain, radial velocity data were available along the entire coplane 

azimuthal line running through that point to the upper and lower boundaries (with w 

specified on these boundaries). The authors stressed the importance o f  the 

simultaneous analysis o f  all unknowns. For hybrid techniques (e.g., R80) where 

variational adjustment is performed on already-synthesized Cartesian winds, the 

radial wind relationships (e.g., (la), (lb )) are no longer satisfied. Furthermore, they 

found a constraint for the stability o f  traditional iterative methods (later corrected by 

Dowell and Shapiro (2003)).

Gao et al. (1999) (hereafter G99) presented a comprehensive outline o f  the 

framework o f  the variational problem. Only one interpolation step was required for 

their analysis, that being the conversion o f  velocities in gridpoint space to the 

locations o f  the radial velocity measurements. As above, the radial nature o f  the 

observations was preserved with such a formulation. This variational problem 

included the fit to a background field (an ARPS model forecast) as a constraint. The 

cost function minimized was as follows:

J  = J q + J  g + J  J  g (10a)

(lob)
m,n

J , j , k  i , j , k  i , j , k

(lOc)
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.  1 r ^pu dpv dpw \ 2

(lOd)

z«.(v'4 '+z«.w+z«.(v'-r
} J , k  i j , k  i j , k

(lOe)

Jo, Jb, Jd, Js denote the following constraints on the analysis in minimization: fit to 

observations, fit to background, mass continuity, and smoothness, respectively. The 

variables m and n denote the number o f  radars and number o f  observations, 

respectively, i , j  and k are the indices o f  the gridpoints, C is a linear interpolator from 

gridpoint to observation space, Vr is the measured radial velocity, a  is the weight for 

each constraint, ü, v, vv are the analyzed wind components, and are the

background wind components. The authors found that their analyses were 

predominantly insensitive to the precise choice o f  a, and therefore were treated as 

“tuning parameters.”

The procedure for solution was as follows. First, an initial guess o f  the 

control variable vector Z was made (e.g., Z  = («, v, ). The cost function was then 

calculated for each o f  the four components {Jq, Jb, Jd, Js) separately. The values o f

VJ were then computed with respect to the control variable ^ . Using
\d u  dv dw )

these gradient values, the control variables were updated by the conjugate gradient 

method:
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7 «  -  7 " - i  4. a /
y ij,k j

(11)

where the superscript referred to the iteration number. The change in the control 

variable was that which effected the maximum decrease in the cost function J. After 

the update, the norm o f J  (or o f  V J  ) was calculated. If this value was found to be 

less than some tolerance, it was assumed that the global minimum in J  (the optimal 

solution) was found. Otherwise, the process was repeated until convergence was 

achieved. The authors found that the number o f  iterations required for a suitable 

retrieval o f  w  was considerably larger than that for u and v. It was posed that errors in 

u and V contributed more to the cost function during early iterations, and that the mass 

continuity constraint and errors in w  were more prominent in later iterations.

G99 tested the importance o f  the mass continuity and smoothness constraints 

by selectively removing them from some o f the analyses. When mass continuity was 

removed, the horizontal winds were still properly retrieved. However, the solution 

for w  was very poor. In fact, there was no coherent structure in the analyzed w below 

about 4 km AGL (since w  was not observed close to the ground with horizontal radar 

scans). The solution also deteriorated rapidly when the smoothness constraint was 

removed.

In conclusion, G99 summarized some o f  the advantages o f  the variational 

technique. In addition to some o f  the advantages listed above, it was also noted that 

the mass continuity equation was not explicitly integrated. This integration
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(especially upwards from a lower boundary) is a large source o f  error in the 

traditional analysis methods, as biases in analyzed divergence accumulate with height.

Mewes and Shapiro (2002) demonstrated the utility o f  using the vorticity 

equation in determining proper boundary conditions for w  when integrating mass 

continuity between an upper and lower boundary. They minimized the cost function

J  - 1  
V dl dx dy dz \ d x  dy

dw  dv dw  du

dx dz dy  dz
dpu  dpv  ^  dpw ^  

dx dy dz
\ d V

(12)

where a  is a weighting coefficient, u and v are the analyzed horizontal wind 

components, i^is the relative vorticity, w  is the vertical velocity (control variable) and 

/ i s  the Coriolis acceleration. Minimizing this cost fimction with respect to Wtop and 

b̂ottom provided the optimal solution for w  with height. Mass continuity acted as a 

weak constraint in this analysis. Mewes and Shapiro also posed a strong mass 

continuity constraint form o f  this problem, which was found to be inferior to the weak 

constraint method due to the accumulation o f  integrated divergence errors (as 

mentioned above). Based on tests with numerically simulated data, they found that 

the vorticity equation method provided the most accurate retrieval o f  vertical velocity 

when beam blockage was present (e.g, when the boundaries o f  the domain were in a 

data-void region). The vorticity equation method outperformed other methods for 

determining boundary conditions in such a situation (e.g., for a lower boundary
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condition: imposing impermeability (w=0 ) at the lowest data level, extrapolating 

divergence to the ground from lowest data level). However, the impermeability 

condition was still found to be superior if  data were present all the way to the 

boundaries.

Dowell and Bluestein (2002) used a weak constraint pseudo dual-Doppler 

variational procedure on airborne radar data from a cyclic tomadic supercell during 

VORTEX-95. One o f  the major assumptions that goes into the pseudo-dual Doppler 

synthesis technique is that o f  stationarity (e.g., for ELDORA a sampled region o f  

space does not change between scans from the fore and aft radar on the NCAR  

Electra). Obviously, this assumption is violated if  the feature o f  interest is translating. 

Dowell and Bluestein developed a technique to determine the optimal storm motion, 

minimizing the penalty function:

f
d <4 )

du
~dt

r\
+ 4- dR (4 ) (13)

where u v ’ and w ’ were the analyzed Cartesian wind components, and

— = — + U, —  + V^—  was the Lagrangian time derivative (Us and Vs are the 
dt dt dx dy

advective speeds). By minimizing J  with respect to Us and Vs, the optimal storm 

motion was calculated. Subtracting this velocity from the time series o f  data allowed
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the principle o f  stationarity to be applied properly. The remainder o f  the analysis was 

similar to that in Gao et al. (1999), less the background and smoothness constraints.
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CHAPTER 2: THE 22 MAY 2002 DRYLINE

2 .1  Synoptic and mesoscale overview

The synoptic pattern for 22 May 2002 was characteristic o f  many days with a 

dryline present in the southern Plains. A  negatively-tilted longwave 500 mb trough 

extended over the western United States at 1200 UTC (Fig. 17a). The trough was 

progressive, moving eastward through the day (e.g., the 500 mb temperature dropped 

9 °C over 12 hours at Aberdeen, SD in advance o f  the trough (Figs. 17a, 17b)). A  

weak 500 mb jet (35 kts) extended across central and southern Colorado in 

association with this wave. To the south and east o f  the wave, 500 mb winds were 

very light over most o f  Oklahoma and Texas.

At 700 mb, winds over the Oklahoma and Texas panhandles (hereafter, the 

“target region”) were considerably veered". For example, the 1200 UTC 700 mb 

wind at Amarillo (AMA) was from 230 degrees at 15 knots (Figs. 18a, 18b). 

Therefore, very warm air from the elevated terrain o f  New Mexico was advected 

northeastward to establish a moderately strong capping inversion at 750 mb (e.g., 

1200 UTC sounding from AMA (Fig. 19a)).

At 850 mb (near the surface), winds were south-southwesterly over the target 

region at 1200 UTC (Fig. 20a). Modest moisture was transported from the western 

Gulf o f  Mexico during the previous 48 hours, and was present near the surface (e.g., 

AMA dewpoint was 10 °C). Moisture rapidly advected northward at 850 mb over

" The term “veered” is used colloquially to indicate a strong westerly wind component (e.g., v e e r e d  to 
southwesterly from southerly).
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most o f  Texas and Oklahoma during the afternoon o f 22 May*^ (e.g., GUN 850 mb 

dewpoint increased 14 °C fi*om 1200 UTC to 0000 UTC (Figs. 20a, 20b)).

The 1200 UTC AMA sounding (Fig. 19a) showed a strong inversion from the 

surface to just below 750 mb, due to a combination o f  nocturnal radiational cooling at 

the surface and advection o f the high-terrain mixed layer by the veered 700 mb winds 

(AMA T700-IO  °C). Ample potential instability existed above this level. The 

convective temperature was judged to be approximately 30 °C. The Dodge City, 

Kansas (DDC) 1200 UTC sounding (Fig. 21a) showed a very similar thermodynamic 

profile.

At 1500 UTC, the dryline was located near the Texas/New M exico border 

(Figs. 22a, 22b). With the surface winds veered to the east o f  the boundary, very little 

convergence was apparent at the dryline at this time. By 1800 UTC (Figs. 23a, 23b), 

the dryline had mixed eastward through the central Oklahoma panhandle and 

southwestern Kansas; sharp decreases in dewpoint were noted at Elkhart, KS (ERA) 

and Liberal, KS (LBL). Hardly any wind shift occurred with the dryline passage, 

largely because winds had already veered to the east o f  the boundary. Farther to the 

south, surface dewpoints fell gradually (e.g., at AMA), less indicative o f  a distinct 

dryline passage. This region will later be shown to be in an intermediate zone 

between two sharp moisture gradients/drylines.

At 2100 UTC, the dryline was still located in the eastern OK panhandle, near 

the border o f  Texas and Beaver counties (Fig. 24). The dewpoint changed by 32 ”F

This moisture return in part contributed to a severe thunderstorm outbreak over Texas and Oklahoma 
on 23 May 2002.
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(17.8 ”C) over 60 km between Beaver, OK and Hooker, OK. A  wind shift was also 

evident across the dryline, from which it may be inferred that there was convergence 

(assuming there was limited confluence). There were very gusty winds on both sides 

o f  the dryline. The dewpoint at AMA decreased in a more steady manner until 2300 

UTC, when there was a sharp decrease (Fig. 25).

Surface winds generally backed to the east o f  the dryline during the late 

afternoon and early evening (Fig. 25). This diurnal effect has been attributed to 

heating o f  the elevated high terrain and troughs in the lee o f  the Rocky Mountains, 

both o f  which increase easterly ageostrophic flow in the late afternoon and early 

evening hours to the east o f  the dryline (Benjamin and Carlson 1986). Deep 

convection initiated along the dryline over northwestern Kansas and eastern Nebraska 

by late in the afternoon (Fig. 26). This region was more directly influenced by the 

western longwave trough (Figs. 17a, 17b), which likely produced vertical motion and 

mid-level cooling that aided in the development o f  the convection. Farther to the 

south, the vertical thermodynamic profile was largely unaffected by the trough (Figs. 

21a, 21b). It can be seen in the 0000 UTC DDC sounding (Fig. 21b) that convective 

temperature had been achieved at this time, yet no deep convection was observed. 

Also evident on the sounding was a subsidence inversion at about 600 mb. This 

feature was likely tied to the position o f  DDC on the anticyclonic shear side o f  the 

500 mb jet (Figs. 17a, 17b). The weak subsidence in response to differential 

anticyclonic vorticity advection (AVA) over this portion o f the dryline may have been 

in part responsible for the suppression o f  deep eonvection. Farther south, based on an
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Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer (AERIplus)*^ sounding from Vici, OK, 

the capping inversion was still established (Fig. 27), limiting convective development.

A  comparison o f  AMA soundings at 1200 UTC and 0000 UTC (Figs. 19a,

19b) show the effects o f  the (eastern) dryline passage. The sharp increase in mixing 

ratio at 600 mb and decrease in mixing ratio at the surface from 1200 UTC to 0000 

UTC highlighted the strong vertical turbulent mixing associated with dryline 

“passage.” The top o f  the convective boundary layer had risen to approximately 550 

mb by 0000 UTC. Horizontal momentum also mixed vertically such that there was 

very little vertical wind shear in this environment.

It is seen in WSR-8 8 D radar reflectivity data from KAMA at 2300 UTC and 

0000 UTC (Fig. 28a, 28b) that there was a double-fineline structure over the northern 

Texas panhandle. The passage o f  the westernmost fineline coincided with the sharp 

dewpoint decrease observed at AMA at 2300 UTC. Earlier in the afternoon, AMA  

was between the fmelines and observed gradual decreases in dewpoint. This behavior 

was in accord with the “mixing zone” hypothesis presented by Ziegler and Hane 

(1993), and observed in other studies (e.g., Hane et al. (1997) and Crawford and 

Bluestein (1997)). In other words, the region between the fmelines may have had a 

combination o f thermodynamic properties outside o f  the frnelines. The two fmelines 

were oriented such that they converged just to the north o f the SPOL radar at 

Homestead, OK (Fig. 29). Visible satellite imagery (Fig. 30) showed clearly a 

wedge-shaped area o f  cumulus cloud cover in the region between the radar frnelines

The AERIplus is an interferometer that creates vertical profiles o f  ten^erature and moisture based 
on downwelling infrared radiation (Feltz et al. 2003).
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(Figs. 28a, 28b, 29). A  time series o f  in-situ dewpoint taken aboard the University o f  

Wyoming King Air (UWKA) further supported the existence o f  two moisture 

gradients (Fig. 29b). It is noted that the domain o f UMass operations (white box in 

Fig. 29a) on this day was to the south o f  the intersection point. Therefore, the data 

collection encompassed both drylines. Both dryline boundaries were beginning their 

diumal retrogression by 0000 UTC (Figs. 28a, 28b)

2.2 UMass W-band data collection

2.2.1 W-band radar characteristics

The primary data sets used for this study were collected with the W-band 

radar from the University o f  Massachusetts (Fig. 31). The characteristics o f  the radar 

are listed below:

Transmitter:

Operating frequency 95.04 GHz (1=3 mm)
Transmitter power 1.2 kW, 1% duty

Transmit pulse length 100 ns -  1 jus (228 ns for 5/22/02)
Pulse repetition frequency 15 kHz (on 5/22/02, others available)

Polarization H o r V

Receiver:

Sample resolution 30 m (on 5/22/02, others available)
Maximum range 15 km (precipitation), ~3 km (clear-air)

Unambiguous velocity + /-15.8  m s'* (5/22/02, others available)
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Antenna:

Type Cassegrain dish
Diameter 4 ft

Beamwidth (3 dB) 0.18 degrees
Gain 59 dB

dB down (E field) 19.2,22 dB (left,right) @ 0.39 deg

The utility o f  the UMass radar can be demonstrated by considering the radar 

equation for a point target (derived from Rinehart 1997):

where is the power returned (averaged over multiple samples), c  is the speed o f

light, Pt is the transmitted power, r is  the pulse length, A is the wavelength. Go is the 

maximum gain o f  the antenna’s main lobe, 6  and <j) are the horizontal and vertical 

beamwidths, respectively, rjav is the average backscatter cross-sectional area o f  the 

target, and r  is the slant range to the target.

The UMass radar has been used as a tool for investigating the finescale 

structure o f  tornadoes and their parent severe thunderstorms (e.g., Bluestein et al. 

2003, Bluestein et al. 2004). However, it has demonstrated significant capability o f  

clear-air detection as well (e.g., Bluestein and Pazmany 2000). The radar has a 

wavelength o f  3 mm, an order o f  magnitude smaller than most operational and 

research radar platforms. From (14) we see that JD <x oc ?C ,̂ so the short
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wavelength o f  the W-band allows for much greater sensitivity than conventional 

mobile X-band radars (assuming all other parameters in (14) are similar between the 

platforms). Furthermore, the shorter wavelength allows a very small beamwidth (a 

half-power beamwidth o f  0.18 degrees). Again from (14), it is seen that a smaller 

beamwidth yields greater returned power ( p  oc G^G(p oc ). At a typical

range o f  1 km from the radar, the azimuthal/vertical resolution is 3.14 m. Since the 

power o f  return for clear-air targets is relatively low, the returned power spectra are 

rather noisy. Therefore, one must average multiple samples to obtain reliable 

reflectivity and velocity estimates.

Three different pulse lengths were used during the course o f  IHOP 

operations in 2002. Increasing the pulse length yields greater sensitivity (from (14) 

oc r )  at the expense o f  along-radial resolution by:

A/? = —  (15)
2

where AR is the slant range length o f  the return pulse contributing volume (i.e., the 

along-radial resolution). For data obtained on 22 May 2002, a pulse length o f  228 ns 

was used, which was equivalent to 30 m along-radial resolution (note: this value is 

independent o f  the displayed resolution, which is determined by the signal processor).

The primary scatterering source for the power returned to the W-band radar 

were most likely insects (Wilson and Schreiber 1986, Martin 2003). Since the
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wavelength was comparable to the size o f  the targets, Mie scattering was the 

dominant source o f  returned power. The stated minimum detectable signal for the W- 

band radar was -3 5  dBZe at a range o f  1 km from the radar. The average reflectivity 

in convergence zones at this range (shown later) was about -2 0  dBZg, representing a 

returned power over 30 times the minimum detectable signal.

2.2.2 Methods o f  data collection

During IHOP, the UMass radar gathered clear-air data on the following dates: 

22 May, 3 June, 9 June and 10 June (Fig. 32) A  number o f  different deployment 

strategies were utilized in the data collection and were as follows:

1) Velocity Azimuth Display (VAD) (Rabin and Zmic 1980) -  stationary 

collection o f  data taken at -4 5  degrees elevation (Fig. 33). The antenna was rotated 

horizontally through ~  2 2 0  degree portion o f  a cone (limited by the hardware o f  the 

positioner). The horizontal wind could he calculated as a function o f  height AGL 

assuming that the vertical profile was horizontally homogeneous over the volume o f  

data collection.

2) Vertical antenna -  antenna pointed at 8 6  degrees (maximum elevation 

allowed by the positioner) and driven across the boundary (Fig. 34). The result was a 

time series o f  vertical velocity data, which was converted to a spatial profile using 

recorded GPS data*'*.

According to the manufacturer, the position o f  the Garmin GPS receiver is accurate to within 15 m  
on average.
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3) Stationary RHI (SRHI) -  stationary data collection in which the antenna 

was rotated from -0 -8 6  degrees (Figs, 35 ,36). Multiple vertical sectors o f  radial 

velocity data were obtained in this manner. Although useful for tracking reflectivity 

and diagnosing radial velocity, the u and w  components could not be retrieved 

independently with such a collection strategy.

4) Rolling RHI (RRHI) -  0-86 degree RHIs collected with the platform in 

motion (Fig. 37). The radial velocity was adjusted for platform motion (section 3.1). 

As will be discussed later, the principles o f  pseudo-dual Doppler analysis (e.g., 

Hildebrand et al. 1996) could be applied to data taken in such a manner to retrieve the 

individual u and w  wind components.

2.3 Results from vertical antenna deployment (leg 3,2221-2235 UTC)

From 2221-2235 UTC, the UMass W-band executed a westward-moving 

vertical antenna deployment across the double dryline along US Highway 270 near 

Elmwood, OK (Fig. 38). The objective o f  this deployment was to obtain a time series 

o f vertical velocity in the near-dryline environment. The vehicle maintained a nearly 

constant speed o f  60 mph (26.8 m s'*) during the traverse, along which gentle 

undulations in the terrain were noted. Though the position o f  radial velocity 

measurements was adjusted for the pitch o f  the platform (discussed in section 3.1), it 

was impossible to avoid the inclusion o f the horizontal wind component into the
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measurement. However, the effect was very small owing to the shallow terrain 

slope*

The Shared Mobile Atmospheric Research and Training Radar (SMART-R) 

(Fig. 39a, 39b*^) (Biggerstaff and Guynes 2000) and NCAR S-band Polarimetric 

Radar (SPOL) (Fig. 29) (http://www.atd.ucar.edu/rsf7spol/spol.html) both indicated a 

fmeline associated with the eastern DCZ. This boundary was oriented north-northeast 

to south-southwest. Therefore, the traverses were not precisely normal, but rather 

formed a small angle from normal, to the boundary. As mentioned in section 2.1, a 

secondary fmeline was evident to the west o f  the “primary” (i.e., targeted) dryline. 

Though not recognized at the time o f  data collection, the UMass W-band transected 

this secondary feature just before the termination o f leg 3 (Figs. 38, 39a, 39b).

The time section o f  reflectivity from leg 3 (Fig. 40) shows clearly the eastern 

DCZ as an area o f  reflectivity in excess o f -1 5  dBZg. The reflectivity maxima was 

associated with a local concentration o f  boundary-layer scatterers, primarily insects 

(Wilson and Schreiber 1986, Martin 2003). To a first approximation, these insects 

are treated as passive and are therefore representative o f  the wind that is transporting 

them. Convergence regions, like the one in Fig. 40, therefore represent areas with a 

higher density o f  insects (assuming the insect size distribution was the same 

everywhere). The plume o f highest reflectivity was nearly vertical, consistent with 

previous observations o f  a nearly vertical dryline interface (e.g., Crawford and

As a worst-case scenario, a 20 m  s ' wind with a 2 degree platform pitch would erroneously add 0.7 
m  s'* to the vertical velocity measurement 

The refractivity field in Fig. 39b is derived by using the delay in return from known ground targets 
to assess the index o f  refraction (mostly a function o f  moisture).
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Bluestein 1997). A mobile mesonet traverse o f  the eastern dryline revealed a 6  °C 

increase in dewpoint over approximately 1 km as the probe headed eastward (Fig. 41). 

Coincident with the dewpoint rise was a sharp pressure increase o f  4 mb. A  portion 

o f  this pressure rise was due to an elevation drop (calculated from the hypsometric 

equation to he 2 .6  mb), hut there was a residual pressure increase that was in part due 

to the virtual temperature decrease. Assuming that the horizontal changes in 

temperature and dewpoint measured at the surface were also constant through the 

lowest 1 km AGL, the hydrostatic pressure increase was 0.2 mb. Thus, a residual 

pressure increase o f  1 .2  mb remained, possibly due to non-hydrostatic effects.

Approximately 9 km to the west o f  the primary (eastern) dryline was the 

secondary (western) dryline. The feature, though quite subtle in PPI reflectivity 

imagery from SPOL (Fig. 29) and SRI (Fig. 39), was very distinct in the UMass W- 

hand cross section (Fig. 40). Both the eastern and western convergence zones were 

nearly vertical in the lowest 1-1.5 km AGL, above which a considerable tilt to the 

east with height was evident. DCZs with a larger downshear tilt with height have 

been identified as being less favorable for the development o f  deep convection as 

ascending parcels have a greater chance o f  advecting out o f  the DCZ before reaching 

the LCL and LFC (Ziegler and Rasmussen 1998, Peckham and Wicker 2000).

Minima in reflectivity were observed in the dryline interface at approximately 

1.5 km AGL. One o f  these areas (“D i” in Fig. 40) was immediately to the east o f  the 

surface position o f  the eastern DCZ. The other position (“D2” in Fig. 40) was about 4 

km to the east o f  the DCZ. The vertical velocity data from the same leg (Fig. 42)
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showed a correlation between these low reflectivity intrusions and subsiding air 

motion (considering the fringe vertical velocity values on the border o f  these 

reflectivity-void regions and others to the west o f  the eastern DCZ). Since the source 

for the scatterers (i.e., insects) is the surface, the scatterer concentration is nearly zero 

at higher altitudes (e.g., above the boundary layer). Therefore, downward motion 

represents transport from a region where there is a dearth o f  insects, and is therefore 

associated lack o f  radar reflectivity (D. Leon, University o f  Wyoming, 2004, personal 

communication).

To confirm further the presence o f  downward motion in these reflectivity-void 

regions, observations from the University o f  Wyoming King Air (UWKA) were 

considered. The flight leg (Fig. 38) crossed directly over the path o f  the UMass W 

band, and ended approximately ten minutes before the completion o f  UMass leg 3. 

Note that the flight leg was performed normal to the primary dryline, and therefore 

formed an angle to the UMass ground leg.'^ The UWKA radar showed the presence 

o f  downward motion (Fig. 43a) in the regions marked by reflectivity voids to the east 

o f  the primary DCZ in Fig. 40. The downward motion (generally -2 to -4 m s ') 

immediately to the east o f  the surface position o f  the DCZ (“D i” in Figs. 43a and 43b) 

may have represented an impediment to the ascent o f  air parcels in the DCZ. If this 

downward motion were a characteristic o f  the DCZ over a large region o f  space and 

substantial periods o f  time then it may have played a role in precluding convective 

initiation for this case day.

The distance scale in Fig. 43a is the east-west component o f  total flight leg distance and can 
therefore be conçared  to UMass data directly.
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The region o f  subsiding air approximately 4 km to the east o f  the dryline 

(“D 2” in Figs. 43a and 43b) was much broader (~ 3 km wide). Vertical velocity 

values in excess o f  - 4  m s’' were observed in this corridor. The position o f  this 

descending air was consistent with that found in the airborne radar study o f  Weiss and 

Bluestein (2002). The lowered maximum altitude o f  returned power in this region (~

1 km AGL) suggested that the source region for this downward moving air was at 

least in part from above the CBL. One can therefore infer that this air had lower 

specific humidity. In-situ measurements taken aboard the UWKA at 700 m AGL (Fig. 

43 c) confirm a small local decrease in dewpoint in this area, with other decreases in 

descending regions farther to the east (Fig. 44). The downward transport o f  air from 

above the CBL may have assisted in the eastward propagation o f  the dryline through 

the late morning and early afternoon hours.

UMass W-band measurements o f  the primary DCZ indicated a maximum 

upward vertical velocity o f  8  to 9 m s’' (Fig. 43b). This intense upward motion was 

evident only over a very narrow region, however, approximately 50-100 m wide. The 

UWKA measured a maximum w o f  7.1 m s’’ (Fig. 43a). Although there were small 

differences in the exact location the DCZ was crossed between the ground and flight 

tracks (Fig. 38), the difference in maximum w  was at least partly attributable to the 

larger beamwidth (UMass - 0.18 degrees, UWKA - 0.7 degrees) and faster cross-track 

platform motion (UMass - 26.8 m s’', UWKA - ~  62.0 m s ') .  Both o f  these factors 

ultimately increased the effective size o f  the beam by increasing the size o f  the 

resolution volume. A crude representation o f this effect was achieved by a running
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multiple-point average through the UMass vertical velocity data. For example, a 

three-point average (very roughly equivalent to a 0 .6  degree beamwidth**) decreased 

maximum w in the DCZ to 7 m s'* (Fig. 45). For a five-point average (roughly 

equivalent to a 1.0 degree beamwidth such as that on a typical mobile X-band radar), 

maximum w  further decreased to 6  m s’* (Fig. 46).

Both the UMass and UWKA radars detected upward vertical velocity 

associated with the convergence zone o f  the western dryline. However, the 

magnitude o f  the upward motion again varied between the platforms. The UWKA  

indicated relatively weak ascent o f  ~  2 m s'*, while UMass showed a maximum w  o f  

~ 5 m s'* in narrow regions. Again, the effective beamwidth may have contributed to 

this difference. The larger tilt and decreased distance between the primary and 

secondary drylines*^ (compared to UMass) suggest that the UWKA measurements 

may have been made on a distinctly different portion o f the secondary dryline. 

Regardless, both platforms showed a wide region o f  descent approximately 3-4 km 

wide centered about 4-5 km east o f  the secondary dryline. A  decrease in dewpoint o f  

1 °C was seen here as well in UWKA in-situ data (Fig. 44b).

A boresighted video camera was mounted on the W-band dish to assist the 

radar operator in the proper placement o f  the narrow beam during field operations.

At times when the antenna was pointed vertically, the video served to identify regions 

o f  cloud cover directly above the instrument. Three such regions were found during 

the leg 3 deployment. The first (labeled “A” in Figs. 40, 42) area was immediately to

To find the exact equivalency, the gain pattern o f  the respective antennae must be considered. 
Recall that the UW KA intercepted the secondary dryline north o f  the UM ass intercept (Fig. 38)
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the west o f  the primary DCZ, and contained a very shallow cumulus cloud (Fig. 40). 

The second area was likely associated with the ascending branch o f  a HCR and was 

found halfway between the primary and secondary DCZ (labeled “B” in Figs. 40 ,42)  

and contained more vigorous convection (Fig. 40). The third area o f  cloud cover was 

by far the widest (~2 km) and was associated with the DCZ o f  the secondary dryline 

(labeled “C” in Figs. 40 ,42). No cumulus cloud cover was seen above or east o f  the 

primary DCZ, nor was any seen west o f  the secondary DCZ^°. This observation was 

consistent with the “wedge” shape o f  cumulus convection seen on satellite (Fig. 30). 

It is possible that this zone represented an optimal blend o f the highest specific 

humidity to the east o f  the primary dryline and the deepest CBL to the west o f  the 

secondary dryline (Fig. 47).

20 Cirrus cloud cover was seen, however.
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CHAPTER 3: WEAK-CONSTRAINT VARIATIONAL DOPPLER WIND
SYNTHESIS

3.1 Methodology o f  data processing

The raw UMass data were subjected to pre-analysis processing to remove

known errors. First, data associated with weak power return were removed. The

assigned velocity for a range bin is calculated with a power-density function (Doviak

andZmic 1984);

+ Nyquist

] v  S(F) dV
mist
>quistJ S{V) dV

  ( iQ+Nyquist

-N yquist

where V is the assigned velocity, F is a  velocity within the Nyquist interval and S(V) 

is the spectral power associated with the velocity V. Weak-retum data produce biased 

velocity estimates such that the absolute magnitude o f  velocity is underestimated (Fig. 

48). Instrument noise in the spectrum has a profound impact on the assigned velocity 

in cases o f  weak return. If the true meteorological signal has a power close to the 

instrument noise, then the noise has a relatively significant impact in the integration 

to determine the assigned velocity estimate (from (16)). Since instrument noise 

contributes random power to the velocity spectrum, the end result is a very noisy 

velocity field in weak-retum regions. For this reason, SOLO software from NCAR  

(Oye et al. 1995) was used to remove all data associated with a reflectivity < -30
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dBZe^'. This threshold was subjectively chosen as one that appropriately removed 

the most erroneously variant velocity data. The remaining velocity data were then 

unfolded around the Nyquist velocity o f  V . 15.8 m s''.

At this point, the velocity data were deemed reliable (owing to the high signal 

to noise ratio). However, the data were still platform-relative. To transform the data 

to a ground-relative reference frame, both the magnitude and position o f  the velocity 

values had to be altered. GPS measurements o f  position (latitude/longitude) and 

velocity (mph) were recorded at 1 s intervals during the data collection. The recorded 

translational velocity was subtracted from each ray in the velocity time series to make 

the magnitudes ground-relative.

Using the recorded GPS position and radar elevation, each range cell o f  each 

ray in the time series was mapped to a specific point in x-z space using the following 

geometric formulae (Fig. 49):

X  = + (M * 15 m) cos(a) -  7.5 m (17)

Z = Z .^  + & _ ^  + (» * 1 5 /» )sm (« )-7 .5 m  (18)

where n was the range gate number, a  was the platform-relative elevation and Sgievation 

was the correction for the platform’s elevation above the reference height (zstart)- The

Ideally, one should apply the threshold based on power returned. However, the UM ass W-band 
processor did not record actual power o f  return. A  mock returned power field was created by applying 
a range correction to reflectivity. The thresholds for this mock field and reflectivity were found to be 
about the same.
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decimal result from (17) and (18) was rounded to yield the % and z location o f  the 

gridpoint.

Since the elevation angles were platform-relative, a correction factor had to be 

included to account for the pitch angle o f  the platform (i.e., i f  the platform were 

pointed uphill or downhill). GPS elevation data were initially considered to compute 

a correction factor. The pitch was calculated in the following manner for every 

second o f  GPS data:

-if Az
Platform pitch = t a n (19)

where Az was the change in elevation and Ax was the change in horizontal position. 

The GPS elevation data were very noisy, and were noted to drift when the platform 

was stationary. Since the GPS used atmospheric pressure to calculate elevation, it 

was not surprising that the calculation was suspect in the dryline environment, since 

pressure can vary in the horizontal on the order o f  1-2 mb (Parsons et al. 1991). In an 

attempt to find a more reliable measure o f  pitch, 30 meter digital elevation models 

(DEMs) from the USGS were employed (Fig. 50a). Values o f  GPS and DEM  

elevation were compared for an early leg o f  data collection on 22 May 2002 (Fig.

50b). It was evident that the GPS systematically underestimated the pressure by 

about 10 mb on average, undoubtedly due to an inaccurate hydrostatic reduction o f  

the observed pressure to the surface. A comparison o f pitch calculated from the DEM
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and GPS data (using (19)) (Fig. 50c) reveals a much smoother and realistic pitch 

calculation for the case o f  the DEM data.

Once the proper pitch was determined, the x  and z gridpoint values for each 

ray o f velocity data were altered (Fig. 51). For a westward pointed truck:

'̂ âdjustment '̂ ûncorrected sin 0  (for '^0) (20a)
=  A X uncorrec ted  siu 0  (for -0)

A Z ad justm en t AZunQorrected s iU  0  ( 2 0 b )

Likewise, for an eastward pointed truck:

A X ad ju stm en t AXuncorrected sin 0  ( f o r ( 2 1 a )  
=  -A X u n co rrec ted  sin 0  (for -0)

A Z ad justm en t A Z uncorrected  sin 0  (21b)

where ^was the pitch angle (positive 0  denoted an uphill pitch for a westward 

moving radar).

A dynamically-alloeated linked list^  ̂was introdueed to store the gridded 

refleetivity and radial velocity values. For eaeh cell o f  each ray, reflectivity, radial 

velocity and the look angle (i.e., the pitch-adjusted elevation angle o f  the platform) 

were stored. As might be expeeted, many gridpoints in the domain had a very large 

number o f  data stored, especially near the ground. In fact, some points in leg 6 had

^  A  dynamically-allocated linked list allocates memory as needed (i.e., as an observation is processed), 
as opposed to arrays, which allocate memory at initialization. Since the number o f  observations varied 
considerably across the domain, arrays (which required the same number o f  observation records for 
each gridpoint) were not a proper choice as most o f  the memory allocated was unused. In fact, the 
memory requirements for the arrays exceeded that o f  the machine!
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well over 300 records (Fig. 52)! This overlapping o f  radial-velocity data presented an 

over-determined analysis problem, which was exploited in the pseudo-multiple 

Doppler analysis technique (explained in section 3.2).

3.2 Derivation o f  weak-constraint formulation

When designing the variational analysis for this problem, it was important 

first to determine what measure(s) would be used to define the “best” analysis. There 

were many ways to approach this. For example, i f  dynamical imbalances were 

intolerable, then an analysis was desired that satisfied the balance exactly at the 

expense o f  all other possible constraints (e.g., observations, smoothness) Another 

approach to the analysis was to seek a solution that did not satisfy any condition 

specifically, rather, to satisfy one or more multiple conditions in the best manner 

possible. A  common example o f  this approach is regression (finding an analysis (e.g., 

line, quadratic curve, n* order polynomial) that fits all data points by minimizing the 

square o f  the departure o f  each data point from the analysis).

Much the same, variational analyses can be constructed to prioritize different 

constraints. Possible constraints considered for these analyses included: radial 

velocity observations, anelastic mass continuity and smoothness. The smoothness 

constraint was eliminated for several reasons. First, extra smoothing would reduce 

the primary benefit o f  the UMass W-band radar: very high spatial resolution. In other 

words, a smoothness constraint would potentially eliminate small scales o f  motion 

that were real and resolvable. Furthermore, some smoothing was already included in 

the variational analysis procedure through the mass continuity constraint, where
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uncoupled errors in u and w  were diminished. Lastly, there was no physical hasis for 

the smoothing. The mass continuity constraint, on the other hand, is hased on an 

approximation to a physical law.

For this project, a strict constraint on mass continuity was deemed 

unnecessary as: 1) the observations were deemed highly reliable owing to the 

significant amount o f  overlap (therefore, random observational error approximately 

canceled), 2) weak constraint formulations have been found to be more accurate than 

strong constraint formulations in pseudo-dual Doppler analyses o f  thunderstorms 

(Dowell and Bluestein 2002), 3) the chosen continuity relation was an approximation 

to exact mass conservation and 4) the analyses were not to be used for model 

initialization, where an imbalance might shock the beginning time steps o f  a 

simulation.

Following the specifications above, the cost function to he minimized was:

/  = /  + ^  /  . . (22a)i/ %J obs ' t/ continuity

J o b s  =  Ê  (ciW + C 2 W  - V r )  (22b)
r t = l

(22c)

C , = C O S ( a )  (22d)

C2 = s i n ( a )  (22e)
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where (22b) represented the eontribution to the cost function from observational 

discrepancy and (22e) denoted the contribution to the cost function from anelastic 

mass continuity violation. In equations (22a) - (22e) u and w  were the analysis values, 

Fr was the observed radial velocity, c/ and C2 represented geometric coefficients 

mapping velocities from Cartesian space to that o f  the radial velocity vectors, was 

the correction to mass continuity for vertical density stratification, m was the total 

number o f  observations per gridpoint o f  which n was a specific observation, and 

a  was the look angle for each observation. The formulation was similar to that 

developed by Gao et. al (1999) (less a background and smoothness constraint) and 

Dowell and Bluestein (2002) (neglecting variations in the y direction).

The f i  term in (22a) represents the relative weight given to mass continuity 

violation and observation increments (differences between the analysis and 

observations) in the calculation o f  the cost function. It is similar in many ways to the 

ratio o f  the 5'' and i?'* error matrices in the statistical interpolation algorithm o f  (4).

In this case, however, we did not know the spatial error characteristics o f  the W-band 

radar. Therefore, the p  term was a rather arbitrary assignment o f  the relative accuracy 

o f  the observations compared to the kinematic constraint. A higher value o f  

P  denotes a larger penalty for anelastic mass continuity violation, which may be 

desired when using observations with larger errors. Likewise, a smaller value o f  

P  introduces a larger penalty for analysis gridpoints that deviate from the observations 

o f radial velocity. For the units o f  Jobs and J  continuity to be consistent (m  ̂s'^), it was
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necessary for p  to have units o f  m .̂ A logical choice o f  length scale was the grid 

spacing o f  the analysis. It was therefore deemed appropriate to assign:

P  = (Axf  = { Az f  (23)

Since the grid spacing used for this analysis was Ax = Az = 30 m, p w a s  chosen to be 

900 m l

The anelastic mass continuity equation has the implicit assumption that 

density variations in the horizontal are negligible compared to the vertical variations 

in the base state. The kw term reflects the consideration for vertical variations in 

density where:

Starting with the ideal gas law and the hydrostatic equation,

P  =  p R T

the /cterm can be expressed as:
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P /d z  JIT T (26)

For the lowest 3 km o f  the atmosphere (which is the extent o f  vertical sampling with 

the W-band radar), the lapse rate was dry adiabatic (Figs. 19b, 21b). Therefore, using:

km

T sfc  =  3 0 0  ° K  

T 3  km AGL =  2 7 0  ° K

the following values o f  /rwere calculated:

Ksfc = -8.05 X 10'  ̂m''

K 3 k m A G L  = -8 .9 x  10'  ̂m"'

AT was linearly interpolated between these bounds for altitudes between the surface 

and 3 km AGL.

The derivation o f  the weak constraint variational formulation follows. We 

start with the statement o f  the cost function (from (22a)-(22e)) as follows:

j = f j ' t  (c'«
rz _ «=1

dxdz (27)
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We then take the variation with respect to u to get:

s j =  + c : w - v ' ) c : s u
/i=l

dxdz

(28)

The ahove is a statement o f  how the cost function changes for incremental changes o f  

analysis u over the entire domain. Since the second variation o f  / i s  positive definite, 

the task o f  finding the minimum o f / i s  straightforward. The minimum o f / ( i .e . ,  the 

ideal analysis) will occur when:

= 0  (29)

We divide (28) hy two, distribute the integration and set the expression equal to zero 

so that:

SuJ = n Z +CiW ~V'')cxôu dxdz
V7 w = l

+
x z

= 0 (30)
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The second term on the right hand side o f  (30) contains an undesired derivative o f  ôu 

(as we wish to collect the ôw terms later in the derivation). To remove this derivative, 

the term is integrated by parts. This term then becomes:

I""- &  -  + % + 4 ] * ' ' ^  (31)
2 xz

The first term o f (31) requires specific information at the boundaries. We can 

arbitrarily eliminate this term by either: 1) satisfying anelastic mass continuity exactly 

on the lateral boundaries or 2) setting boundary conditions on the analysis (not 

allowing the analysis to vary such that &  = 0). Condition #1 was chosen for both the 

east and west boundaries. Incorporating the reduced version o f  (31) into (30), we find 

that:

S«J  ̂If Z (ciM +C2W dxdz
xz «=1

xz

= 0  (32)

Rewriting the expression, we find that:
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1 7  _ n=\

Sudxdz = 0 (33)

Distributing the summation, we see that:

JC7 n = \  n = l  « = 1

dudxdz= 0

(34)

Discounting the trivial solution o f &  = 0, (34) can only be true i f  the bracketed term 

equals zero, or:

m i x , z )

Equation (35) represents the first Euler-Lagrange equation.

To derive the second Euler-Lagrange equation, the variation o f  (27) with 

respect to w  is taken:

S^J= JJ2 II {c”u +C2W - Vrhi ôwdxdz
x z  " = 1

+  +  ^ /d z  +  +  jc{dw)dxdz (36)
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Distributing the second term on the RHS o f (36), this second term becomes:

+ %  + '^ ) % z  + H M Y d x  + %  + '^ U ^ ) d x d z  (37)

As before, the solution requires removal o f  the derivative o f Sw in the first term o f  

(37). Integrating the first term o f (37) by parts yields:

+ %  + + + (38)
X  ^  bottom x z

The leftmost term can be eliminated by either: 1) satisfying anelastic mass continuity 

exactly or 2) prescribing a boundary condition on w  (not allowing w  to vary) at the 

top and bottom boundary. The natural boundary condition for the ground is one o f  

impermeability (w=0). In analyses using large-beamwidth data or obstacle-blocked 

flow near the ground (e.g., Mewes and Shapiro 2000), the lowest level o f  available 

radar data is far enough above the surface that the impermeability condition is invalid. 

However, in this case the narrow beamwidth o f  the W-band permitted observation 

sufficiently near the surface such that w=0 could be applied as a prescribed lower 

boundary condition (the beamwidth is 9 m at a range o f  3 km from the radar). Unlike 

in thunderstorm cases, where the top o f  the domain is the tropopause (e.g., Dowell 

and Bluestein 2002), impermeability cannot be applied safely as a top boundary
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condition in this case. At 3 km AGL, vertical motion 0~(1 m/s) can easily be found 

(e.g., from convection penetrating upward from the boundary layer, lift from 

synoptic-scale features) (Bluestein 1993, Geerts and Miao 2003). Consequently, 

anelastic mass continuity was enforced as a top boundary condition.

With the first term o f (38) eliminated, (38) can be combined with (37) to give:

\ \ 2 p a \ -  % ( %  + %  + 4%  + %  + “-W (39)

Combining (39) with (36) yields the expression for the first variation o f  the cost 

function with respect to w:

S .J  - f  {du +C2W -V")c28w
xz «=1

+  (40)

Again, the condition where (40) is equal to zero is desired, yielding the ideal 

minimized solution. Dividing (40) by two and collecting the âw terms:

«=1

ôwdxdz = 0 (41)
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Discounting the trivial solution o f ^  = 0, (41) can only be true if  the bracketed term 

equals zero; that is:

m (x ,z ) / \ / \/ \
z K w  (42)
W=1

Distributing the summation on the left hand side o f  (42):

Equation (43) is the second Euler-Lagrange equation.

As discussed in section 1.3.3, there are a number o f  different methods for 

finding the optimal solution with knowledge o f  (e.g., steepest descent,

conjugate gradient). The preferred method for solution here (after Dowell and 

Bluestein 2002) is a numerical iteration o f  the two Euler-Lagrange equations. It is 

noted that the two Euler-Lagrange equations (35) and (43) are coupled in the 

unknown analysis variables u and w. Therefore, the system is complete and can he 

solved iteratively for the optimal analysis values.

Before the analysis can be computed, the Euler-Lagrange equations must be 

discretized. Isolating u on the left hand side o f  (35):
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z ’ (c : f : ) - e ’ (c : c : K + a  ™ )
«=1 «=1_________________________________M = m(jT,z)

zic:
«=1

(44)

Distributing the derivative, the last term o f the numerator becomes:

(45)

Discretizing equation (45) in u:

(46)

Combining (46) with the discretized form o f (43) yields:

/  \  m (x ,z ) /  \

«=1 «=1

Ui,j

U M j - 2 U i j  + Ui-ij

m(x ,z )

E i c :

(47)

W=1

Collecting the m, terms:
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Ul

i p

m (x ,z )

St:
V  » = i

m (x ,z )  (  \  m (x ,z )  /  \W(jc,z) ^ U i + \ j  U i - \ j

n - \ «=1 (Axy "az )

M=1
(48)

Rewriting (48) and discretizing the remainder o f  the expression:

/  \ m {x,2)  / \

Ê  G ' i' F ”) -  Ê
W=1 H=l

Wi+I ,y +  M /-l,y
+ p

'W'i+l.y+l TVi+l.y-l W i-l,y + | +  W z-l.y - l
+ P k

V w , y  +  W - , y ' |

I W)" J 4 A * A z 2 A x
\  /

U : .J  i p

(49)

In a similar manner, the second Euler-Lagrange equation (43) can be 

discretized. Solving (43) for w:

W, j m {x ,z ) (50)

n=\

Distributing the last term o f the numerator and discretizing all derivatives:
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m (x^ ) m (x ,z) /  \ I

Z c x -z k c W
n=\

m(XyZ) !
Ê
n=\

\ 4AxAz ' P k w i A
y

Wij m (x,z)

I/J=lm

(51)

Collecting all wij  terms, we arrive at the final discretized expression o f  Euler- 

Lagrange equation #2:

T  V  y'( : ,"W 1 , - w , - u - , ' |
r 2-1 P\ AKA.«=' 4AxAz y w  j

(52)

The centered differencing employed above introduces a problem at the 

boundaries o f  the domain. When calculations were made at a boundary point, 

centered first-order derivatives were approximated by one-sided derivatives. To 

handle the second-order derivatives, a layer o f  extra gridpoints was added outside the 

domain (Fig. 53). Only values o f  u (w) were needed at these exterior side (top) 

gridpoints to accommodate the calculations o f  d^u/dx^ (0^w/6z^) in (35) and (43).
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During each iteration o f  the solution process, the exterior gridpoints had to be 

updated to enforce the boundary conditions. Along the lower boundary, the 

impermeability condition was applied such that w=0 for all points along z=0 and z=-l 

(exterior gridpoints). For the rest o f  the boundaries, mass continuity was required to 

be satisfied exactly. For each point along these boundaries, the anelastic mass 

continuity equation was used to update the exterior gridpoint value. For example, 

along the top row o f  exterior gridpoints, the following equation was used for the 

updates:

= - 2 k / S z  W i j  -  { J -  W/ - i j ) + W u - x  (53)

Similar equations were used for u on the lateral boundaries. Again, one-sided 

derivatives were used when required (i.e., in the comer regions).

The optimal solution was found in the following manner:

1) The domain was initialized with a first guess o f  the analysis (m= w= 0 for all 

o f  the analyses in this dissertation).

2) Equation (49) was applied to update the analysis value u for the entire 

domain, from left to right, and from bottom to top.

3) Equation (52) was used in a similar manner to update the analysis value for

w.

4) The top and side boundary conditions were updated.
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5) The cost function J  was calculated for the analysis values found from steps 

2 and 3.

6) If the reduction in cost function from the iteration (e.g.. Fig. 54) was not 

below a prescribed tolerance, steps 2 through 5 were repeated.

The above procedure allowed for convergence to the optimal solution, 

regardless o f  the choice o f  first guess in step 1̂ .̂ Once the optimal solution was 

reached, the analysis values were output to graphics packages (ZXPLOT 

(http : //W W W  .cans.ou. edu/ZXPLOT/) and NCAR graphics (http://ngwww.ucar.edu/)) 

to generate plots.

3.3 Homogeneous flow test case

To test the analysis technique developed above, a series o f  observational 

system simulation experiments (OSSEs) were developed. For each OSSB, model 

output was sampled in a manner similar to that o f  the 22 May 2002 data collection. 

The result o f  this operation was a time series o f  radial velocity data, which was then 

used in conjunction with the variational analysis technique. Since the “truth” was 

already known (i.e., the model state from which the radial velocity was sampled), 

exact error statistics could be generated. These statistics revealed the accuracy o f  the 

synthesis techniques and allowed for the determination o f  optimal scanning strategies.

^  Portions o f  the domain with small look angle difference amongst the observations did show a small 
dependence on the first guess as the analyzed velocity values tended to be slightly closer to the first 
guess.
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The first OS SE developed was an analytical constant horizontal flow field o f  

10 m s ’ (i.e., m= 10 m s ’) over the entire domain. This flow was sampled using a 

rolling RHI technique similar to that o f  the traverse o f  leg 6 on 22 May 2002 (section 

3.5) (Fig. 55), using a constant platform velocity o f  30 mph (13.33 m s’’) and vertical 

antenna rotation rate (hereafter scan rate) o f  1.6 degrees s ’. Data were “processed” at 

10 Hz in accordance with the signal processor in the W-band radar system. As in all 

cases, a first guess o f  u=w=0 was introduced as a first guess to the variational 

synthesis procedure.

The results from this experiment (Fig. 56) show that the technique was 

successful at reproducing the horizontal flow with very little error. The RMS error 

for the domain:

RMS = Xirutl  ̂ I Zirutl^
(= 1  (=1

(54)

was calculated to be 0.28 m s ’.

Multiple simulations were performed to test the sensitivity o f  the analysis 

RMS error to the scanning strategy o f  the hypothetical UMass radar (Table A) '̂’ . The 

first series o f  experiments varied the platform velocity from 1 mph (0.44 m s ’) to 70 

mph (31.11m  s’’) while holding the scan rate fixed at 2.0 degrees s’’. The resulting

The “X ”s in Table A  are scan strategies that yielded at least one hole (i.e., data-void point) in the 
analysis domain. Such a situation requires an artificial hole-filling algorithm using bogus analysis 
values, which was undesirable.
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plot o f  RMS error (Fig. 57) showed clearly an increase in RMS error as the platform 

velocity was increased (e.g., RMS = 0.014 m s'̂  for a platform velocity o f  10 mph 

(4.44 m s"*), and RMS = 0.416 m s’' for a platform velocity o f  45 mph (20.00 m s’'). 

The increase in RMS error was attributed largely to sub-critical look angle 

differences^^ over portions o f  the domain (Figs. 58a, 58b). The analyses for these 

high-RMS cases (e.g.. Figs. 59a, 59b) showed the largest error near the top o f  the 

domain, where look angle differences were in the range o f  zero to 10 degrees (e.g.. 

Fig. 58b). In these sub-critical regions, the radial velocity observations were nearly 

collinear. Therefore, the accuracy o f  the retrieval o f  the individual components o f  

motion (m/w) was less certain. The resulting analysis had a u component that was too 

weak compared to the real u component in the sub-critical regions (Fig. 56). If the 

first guess for the analysis was changed to m= 20.0 m s’' (from «=0 m s’') the analysis 

u component error had identical magnitude, but was o f  opposite sign (i.e., the u- 

component was too strong). Therefore, it is apparent, that the innovation (the 

departure o f  observations from the analysis in each iteration) was under-applied in 

regions with suh-critical look angle differences, and the resulting analysis was 

therefore closer to the first guess. In the real atmosphere, the radial velocity error 

arises from instrument error. In these OSSEs, the error was due to the truncation o f  

radial velocities and assignment o f  radial velocity to grid using a nearest-neighbor 

approach.

^  The generally aecepted (though seemingly undocumented) threshold for independence o f  radial 
velocity observations in dual-Doppler analyses is 30 degrees.
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The second series o f  simulations varied the scan rate as platform velocity was 

held constant at 30 mph (13.33 m s''). RMS decreased sharply initially (Fig. 60) as 

the scan rate increased. The minimum RMS error (0.026 m s'') was found with a 

scan rate o f  6.0 degrees s '. As in the previous discussion, the decrease in RMS error 

was largely due to the reduction in area covered by sub-critical maximum look angle 

differences (Figs. 61, 62). As the scan rate was increased beyond 3.0 degrees s'', the 

RMS error did not change appreciably.

Comparing the “optimal” scan strategies (defined here by RMS less than 0.02 

m s ') to that used by the UMass W-band on 22 May 2002 (Figs. 56, 58, 62b), an 

important conclusion is obvious. The scan rate should have been increased, possibly  

a substantial amount, over that actually used fo r  the data collection. The major 

concern about a fast scan rate (entering this period o f  collection) was an inadequate 

look count over portions o f  the domain. It was feared that a fast scan rate would 

introduce data-void holes into the analysis. A natural trade-off exists between radar 

coverage and look angle separation. A faster scan rate allows for more independent 

looks at points in the domain -  at the expense o f  overlapping ray coverage. However, 

it is evident that more than sufficient radar coverage existed for a scan rate o f  5-10 

degrees s'', possibly even higher^ .̂ Nonetheless, the chosen scan strategy still 

allowed for a very accurate analysis, with a characteristic error o f  3% o f  the velocity 

magnitude.

^  The upper limit o f  a useful scan rate is dictated by the number o f  samples averaged to produce the 
velocity value. If too many samples are averaged, then the resolution volume is widened considerably 
for a fast scan rate.
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3.4 LES test case

The above experiments have proven that the variational synthesis technique 

performs well over a homogeneous domain. However, it was desirable to test how  

the technique performed in regions with strong gradients in wind direction and 

velocity, similar to the environment near atmospheric boundaries. To this end, an 

OSSE was developed using output from a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) (Fedorovich 

and Conzemius, 2003, personal communication). The LES was not designed to 

simulate the dryline, but rather the thermal structure o f  a highly-sheared, strongly- 

heated convective boundary layer.

The LES was initialized with winds from radiosonde observations (RAOBS) 

taken at Dodge City, Kansas (DDC) and Amarillo, TX (AMA) at 0000 UTC on the 

evening o f  22 May 2003 (Figs. 19b, 21b). The simulation was carried out for an 11 

hour period^^, from a 1230 UTC start time. At the end o f  this simulation (2330 UTC), 

fields o f  the u, v, and w  wind components were saved to test the OSSE.

Plan views o f  m at 90 m AGL and w  at 900 m AGL (Fig. 63) show clearly a 

southwest-to-northeast-oriented axis o f  convergence and upward motion in the center 

o f  the domain. The two-dimensional nature o f  this convection and the orientation o f  

the axis parallel to the mean BL wind (Fig. 19b) suggest that this feature was a 

horizontal convective roll (HCR) (Lemone 1973, Weckwerth 1997, Atkins et al.

1998). It is noted that this feature had a very similar orientation to the dryline o f  22

27 The LES was programmed to end when the boundary layer depth reached a pre-specified value.
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May 2002. Maximum upward motion was slightly over 6 m s ’ along the southern 

section o f this HCR.

An east-west vertical cross section was plotted across the LES domain to 

show the vertical structure o f  the HCR (Fig. 64). Upward motion in the HCR 

extended to approximately 1.5 km AGL, and was about 1 km wide. Weaker regions 

o f generally subsiding air extended over the remainder o f  the domain. As it was for 

the analytical cases in section 3.3, the model output was sampled by the UMass 

pseudo-radar. The radar platform was assumed to be moving westward with a 

velocity o f  30 mph (13.33 m s'*) and a scan rate o f  1.5 degrees s'*.

The time series o f  radial velocity was analyzed using the variational analysis 

discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.3. Iterations were repeated until the reduction o f  cost 

function was within the prescribed tolerance o f  1 m  ̂s'̂  (Fig. 54). When measured 

against the actual LES output (the “truth”), an RMS error o f  0.568 m s'* was 

calculated. The analysis qualitatively reproduced all o f  the features, even those very 

small in scale (Figs. 65, 66). Most o f  the RMS error accrued in the upper portion o f  

the domain, near and above 2 km AGL. As demonstrated in the analytical cases in 

section 3.3 (e.g.. Fig. 56b), this region had sub-critical look angle differences, and 

therefore collinearity amongst the radial velocity observations. The analysis was 

biased towards the first guess in these regions, again representing the under

application o f  the innovation in each iteration o f  the analysis technique.

Series o f  experiments were designed to test the sensitivity o f  the analysis to 

the platform motion and scan rate. The design o f  the experiments was identical to
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that o f  the constant-flow OSSE in section 3.3. In the first set o f  experiments, the 

platform velocity was varied while maintaining a fixed scan rate o f  2.0 degrees s ' \

As in the analytical cases, RMS error did increase with increasing platform velocity 

(Fig. 67), but at a slower rate (RMS = 0.507 m s ' for a platform velocity o f  10 mph 

(4.44 m s ' ' ) , and RMS = 0.649 m s'' for a platform velocity o f  45 mph (20.0 m s ')). 

The cause o f  this increase was again likely due to sub-critical look angle differences 

over the upper portion o f the domain (Fig. 58).

In the next set o f  experiments, the platform velocity was held constant at 30 

mph (13.33 m s'') while varying the scan rate from 1.5 degrees s'' to 10.0 degrees s''. 

The RMS error, as expected, did decrease as scan rate was increased (such that 

adjacent RHI scans being to overlap) (Fig. 68). Once the scan rate was increased 

beyond 2.5 degrees, however, there was very little further reduction in the RMS error.

The experiments were repeated for a wide combination o f  scanning 

parameters (Table B). The lowest RMS values for the suite o f  experiments were 

about 0.4 m s'' higher than in the analytic (constant velocity) cases. The reason for 

greater error is speculated to be in the assignment o f  radial velocity observations to 

the analysis grid. In this regard, the analysis procedure did suffer from strong 

heterogeneities in wind direction and speed. However, since RMS error was still very 

small, the technique still yielded a very high quality analysis.

To test the dependence o f  the simulations on the specific coverage pattern o f  

the antenna (e.g., did direct measurement o f  w  in the areas o f  strong upward motion 

matter?), the LES OSSE was repeated with an antenna descending from a start angle
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o f 85.0 degrees (the control case started with a rising antenna pointed at 0 degrees). 

The resulting antenna coverage was therefore the inverse o f  the control run (i.e., the 

antenna was horizontal where it was vertical in the control run and vice versa). The 

RMS did not change appreciably (Tables C, D), on average by about 1%.

To this point, it was assumed that the UMass pseudo-radar was a perfect 

instrument. In other words, the data were assumed to contain no observational error. 

In reality, observational error is present in all measurement platforms. Sources o f  

error include: instrument noise (from the receiver), representativeness (e.g., beam 

spreading, ducting) and others. To simulate the effect o f  the instrument error, a 

Gaussian (i.e., random normal) error was added to the observations. In the first 

experiment there was an error standard deviation o f 1.0 m s ' \  which was equivalent 

to the stated error characteristics o f  the UMass radar (A. Pazmany, 2003, personal 

communication). As in the previous cases, an increase in platform velocity resulted 

in higher RMS error for slow scan rates (Table E) as the look angle differences fell 

below the critical level for pseudo-multiple-Doppler processing. However, in 

contrast to the error-free case (Table B), an increase in RMS was also noted for scan 

rates where the look angle differences were sufficient for all platform velocities (e.g., 

RMS = 0.671 m s'' for platform velocity o f  10 mph (4.44 m s‘') and scan rate o f  5.0 

degrees s''; RMS = 0.718 m s'' for platform velocity o f  55 mph (24.4 m s'') and scan 

rate o f  5.0 degrees s''). This increase in RMS error was attributed to the decrease in 

look count over the domain in fast-platform motion cases (Fig. 69). In these cases.
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there were fewer samples at each point in the domain, and the random instrument 

error was more likely to exert a bias for the smaller sample population.

As expected, the magnitude o f  the RMS error was higher than the perfect- 

observation control run, but still small in comparison to the wind velocity. A  

comparison o f  the OSSE output with the LES output (“truth”) for the control platform 

velocity o f  30 mph (13.33 m s' )̂, scan rate o f  1.6 deg s"' and observational error 

standard deviations o f  1.0 m s ' and 2.0 m s ' (Fig. 70) showed that the variational 

analysis technique did a very good job at reproducing all o f the features in the domain 

(RMS error = 0.751 m s'' and 1.093 m s'' for error standard deviations o f  1.0 m s'' 

and 2.0 m s'', respectively). As before, performance was worst in the upper portion 

o f  the analysis domain where radar coverage was not sufficient.

3.5 Application to 22 May 2002 UMass W-band data

The tests in the previous sections demonstrate the robustness o f  the variational 

analysis technique for controlled experiments. They also highlight the major 

weakness o f  the technique: larger error variance in regions o f  sub-critical look angle 

difference.

The variational analysis was applied to rolling RHI data taken on the (primary) 

22 May 2002 dryline as it retrograded back towards the west in the early evening 

hours (leg 6, 0007-0036 UTC (23 May 2002)). The retrogression (Fig. 71) was not 

uniform as there was evidence o f  wave activity along the dryline interface. Data from 

various radar platforms permitted an estimated retrogression speed between 2 and 5 m
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s"' during the period o f  the leg 6 traverse. The platform traveled at a nearly constant 

velocity o f  30 mph (13.33 m s' )̂ towards the west as RHI sweeps were taken from the 

rear horizon up through ~86 degrees above the rear horizon (Fig. 37). The raw time 

series o f  data were post-processed as described in section 3.1 before the analysis was 

performed.

A composite reflectivity image^^ for the traverse (Fig. 72) showed the 

pronounced eastward tilt o f  the dryline interface with height during retrogression. As 

in leg 3, the DCZ appeared as a maximum in reflectivity, presumably due to the local 

increase in insect concentration in this region. The domain chosen for analysis was 

the lowest 1 km AGL, where there were no holes in the data.

Due to the retrogression o f  the dryline, the stationarity assumption was 

compromised. As a result, regions with large time intervals between looks produced 

erroneous large vertical velocity values. To mitigate the effect o f  dryline propagation, 

a cutoff time window o f 60 s (from first observation) was imposed. This cutoff did 

decrease maximum look angle differences in the domain, but the observed 

improvements (by increasing the accuracy o f  the stationarity approximation) were 

deemed greater than the potentially larger error variance (due to collinearity o f  the 

radial velocity observations).

The tolerance o f  the iterative minimization was set to 1.0 m  ̂s'̂  for the leg 6 

analysis, and a first guess o f  u=w=Q m s'* was applied for the entire domain. For the 

early iterations o f  the analysis (Fig. 54), there was a very sharp decrease in the cost

28 The reflectivity at each point in the domain is that o f  the last look with the radar.
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function. Since the cost function was quadratic, this evolution o f  J  was expected. As 

the analysis approached the optimal solution, the decrease in cost function decelerated 

considerably. The decrease o f  the observation component o f  the cost function (22h) 

was somewhat offset by the increase in the mass continuity component (22c), which 

exhibited a substantial increase in the early iterations (expected since the first guess 

field o f  u=w=0 satisfied mass continuity exactly over the entire domain). A  more 

cost-efficient technique would result for a higher tolerance, in which case a decent 

solution could have been found in as few as twenty iterations. For this case, the 

analysis ran for 244 iterations before ultimately converging.

The M-component o f  the optimal analysis (Fig. 73) reveals the upper and lower 

branches o f  the dryline secondary circulation quite clearly. The near-surface inflow 

to the DCZ from the east approached u --6  m s'* in some areas o f  the CBL. Above 

the CBL, strong westerly component winds (i.e., the return flow) were seen, a 

combination o f  air parcels from the moist CBL that had ascended in the DCZ (Hane 

et al. 1997) and parcels from the dry side that had advected up and over the moist 

CBL. Westerly winds upward o f  «=15-20 m s'* were seen in the upper portion o f  the 

domain (just above 1 km AGL). The altitude o f  the boundary between easterly and 

westerly component winds varied between 500 m AGL and over 1 km AGL over the 

domain, with the lowest altitude seen near x=128 (~3 km east o f  the dryline) and 

x=400 (-1 2  km east o f  the dryline). Both o f  these areas were also coincident with 

subsiding air.
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The DCZ showed up clearly in the w-component field (Fig. 74) as a maximum 

w o f 8-10 m s'* (over a very narrow region o f -1 0 0  m as in leg 3). The eastward tilt 

o f the DCZ with height was again present. A  small area o f  descent was evident at 

-5 0 0  m AGL approximately 4 km to the east o f  the surface position o f  the DCZ. The 

position o f  this descending motion was similar to that shown for leg 3 earlier and the 

airborne Doppler case study o f  Weiss and Bluestein (2002), but lacked the vertical 

continuity present in the latter case. More vertically continuous areas o f  subsidence 

were apparent farther to the east o f  the DCZ, at and around x=180 (-5  km east o f  the 

dryline), x=270 (-8  km east o f  the dryline) and x=420 (-13  km east o f  the dryline).

UWKA data were again compared to UMass data (Fig. 75a) to determine if  

consistent vertical velocity features were observed from both platforms. Though the 

flight track o f  the UWKA was 5-15 km to the north o f  UMass leg 6 (Fig. 55) and 

more than 30 minutes had elapsed between the periods o f  UWKA and UMass data 

collection, similar areas o f  ascent and descent were present in data from both 

platforms. The upward motion in the DCZ was again lesser than that measured by 

UMass (as in leg 3). Subsiding regions in UMass data to the east o f  the DCZ (grey 

lines in Figs. 75a and 75b) were very much present in the UWKA field as well. To 

the best o f  the author’s knowledge the magnitude and structure o f  these areas o f  

ascent and descent have not been documented previously in a dryline environment.^^

^  Stepped aircraft traverses have shown broad descending areas previously (e.g., Ziegler and Hane 
1993, Hane et al. 1997, Hane et al. 2001), but this study provides a more detailed look at the structure 
and magnitude o f  these areas.
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3.6 Impact o f  the p  parameter

Up to this point, little attention has been given to the P  parameter in (27). In a 

dual-Doppler or pseudo-dual Doppler scheme (e.g., Dowell and Bluestein 2002), this 

term represents the relative weight that analysis deviations from mass continuity are 

given to the analysis deviations from each pair o f  observations when computing the 

cost function for each gridpoint in the analysis domain. In the dual-Doppler case, 

there are two observations for each o f these points (e.g., the fore and aft antenna looks 

o f  the ELDORA). Therefore the value o f  P, a constant, solely determines the relative 

weight o f  observational and continuity constraints. However, in this pseudo-ww/Zip/e 

Doppler case, any number o f observations may exist at each gridpoint (as noted 

earlier, upwards o f  a few hundred). Therefore, in (27), p and m control the relative 

weights for the constraints. Consequently, mass continuity receives almost no weight 

for high-observation gridpoints as it is effectively weighted as one observation. The 

optimal analysis, therefore, is effectively a solution based upon observations alone.

To increase the influence o f  continuity in the analysis, >0 was modified to scale 

with the number o f  observations:

yg=m (Ax)^ (55)

The incorporation o f  (55) into (27) effectively served as a low-pass filter, and the 

resulting analyses were expected to be smoother as a result.
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The new minimization equation was first tested on the constant-flow OSSE 

from section 3.3 (m=10 m s ' \  w=0 m s’’ over the whole domain). A  greatly 

exaggerated normal random error o f  (Terror = 6.0 m s’’ was added to the time series o f  

radial velocity. The resulting analysis with the nominal mass continuity constraint 

(J3= (AxŸ) yielded an RMS error o f  2.75 m s’’ (Fig. 76a). With the stronger mass 

continuity constraint, the RMS error decreased to 1.83 m s’’ (Fig. 76b). Further, most 

o f  the error was confined to the regions o f  very low look count (Fig. 56) and minimal 

look angle difference at the top o f  the domain. The decrease in RMS was expected, 

as uncorrelated errors in u and w  were easily damped by the mass continuity 

constraint.

When applied to the data from leg 6, the new formulation also provided a 

much smoother result. The w-component (Fig. 77) and w-component wind fields (Fig. 

78) maintained their qualitative structure, though absolute magnitudes o f  vertical 

velocity were lower (e.g., maximum w  in the DCZ was 6-7 m s ’). Zooming in on the 

DCZ, one can still see very clearly the discontinuity in the w-component (Fig. 79a) 

and w-component fields at the dryline interface (Fig. 79b). Also, the rotor circulation 

on the head o f  the DSC remained intact.

From Fig. 79 it is clear that the easterly component winds at the surface 

extended west o f  the area o f  maximum upward motion. Further, the easterly 

component flow appeared to narrow to a point (Fig. 80), with a surge o f  dust/insects 

in advance o f  the retrograding dryline.
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CHAPTER 4: SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION  

On the afternoon 22 May 2002, a unique data set was obtained on a double- 

dryline event in the Oklahoma panhandle. This data set was comprised o f  reflectivity 

and radial velocity measurements from the UMass 95 GHz W-band radar. The 

narrow beamwidth o f  the radar afforded very-fine azimuthal resolution o f  winds at 

and near the boundaries.

4.1 Dryline observations

With the antenna pointed vertically, the radar was driven westward across the 

primary dryline boundary from 2221-2235 UTC. The DCZ was well resolved, with 

maximum upward vertical velocity o f  w ~  8 m s ’ measured in a narrow channel 

approximately 50-100 m wide. This magnitude was larger than that reported in 

earlier mobile Doppler dryline studies. For example, Atkins et al. (1998) reported 

upward motion on the order o f  1-2 m s ’ using ELDORA data with a horizontal 

(along-track) resolution o f  600 m. Parsons et al. (1991) used lidar technology (with 

horizontal resolution o f  200 m) to measure a maximum positive vertical velocity o f  w  

-  5 m s ’ on a retrograding dryline in west Texas. As stated in Parsons et al. (1991):

“...results [from coarser-resolution studies] were obtained with grids too large 

to resolve the sharp gradients typically observed at the leading edge o f  the dryline and 

are therefore likely to grossly underestimate actual convergence.” (p. 1253)
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Using the same line o f  reasoning, the larger magnitudes o f  vertical velocity seen in 

the current study were likely in part due to the narrow beamwidth o f  the antenna.

With a larger-beamwidth radar, samples inside the narrow chaimel o f  maximum w 

were averaged with neighboring samples o f  lesser magnitude. The narrow azimuthal 

and range resolution o f the W-band also allowed for better measurement o f  the 

convergence in the DCZ. Firstly, this improvement was due to the narrowing o f  the 

cross-dryline width over which the velocity discontinuities were measured in the 

DCZ. Secondly, the narrower beamwidth permitted measurements to be taken much 

closer to the surface without contamination. Therefore the depth o f  the convergence 

was more accurate in this analysis. Even though a large maximum in w  was found in 

this study, it may be possible that the maximum upward vertical velocity in the DCZ 

was still underrepresented due to the resistance o f  insects to upward transport 

(Achtemeier 1991), violating the assumption that insects are passive tracers o f  the 

flow. However, a negative vertical velocity error bias also has been found recently by 

Geerts and Miao (2003), who claimed a bias o f  -0.5 m s’' in UWKA data.

Areas o f  subsidence were noted away from the DCZ. One such area was 

found in both UMass W-band and UWKA data approximately 4-5 km east o f  the 

DCZ. This position was consistent with a similar finding by Hane et al. (1993), in 

which the area o f  descent coincided with a moisture gradient at the surface. 

Unfortunately in the current case, mobile mesonets did not travel far enough east o f  

the DCZ to confirm if  similar gradients were seen at the surface. However, in-situ 

data from the UWKA indicated a minor decrease in dewpoint (~ 1 °C) in the upper
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portion o f  CBL. Other decreases in dewpoint were evident with areas o f  descent 

farther to the east.

4.2 Dryline dynamics

The areas o f  concentrated subsidence discussed above are potentially 

significant for many matters related to the dryline. Double drylines, for example, 

may form in such a manner, similar to the observations o f  Hane et al. (1997) and 

Hane et al. (2001), and the modeled “microfi'onts” o f  Ziegler et al. (1995). Hane et al. 

(1993) state:

’’...vertical wind shear and compensating downdrafts to the east o f  the dryline 

may locally enhance vertical mixing driven by entrainment o f  dry air from aloft” (p. 

2138)

The transport o f  dry air to the surface in the near-dryline environment can have 

substantial effects. In the cases presented by Hane et al. (1997), vertical mixing o f  

westerly momentum down to the surface was shown to form a convergence line in the 

dry air west o f  the dryline. Severe thunderstorms later initiated at the intersection 

point o f  this convergence line and at the dryline.

Whether the descending motion is initiated from the surface (e.g., sensible 

heat flux “mixing out” the CBL) or aloft (e.g., gravity waves in the capping 

inversion), i f  the downward transport o f  dry air can remain established for a sufficient
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amount o f  time and cover a sufficient amount o f  space (such that a robust secondary 

circulation can be established), then it is possible that the frontogenetic process that 

maintains/intensifies the solenoid o f  the prim ary dryline can do so fo r  any o f  these 

ancillary boundaries as well (Fig. 81). Local horizontal gradients o f  virtual 

temperature can develop as near-surface air warms in regions o f  descent (indicated by 

pink/red shading in Fig. 81). The increase in temperature can be either a cause o f  the 

descent (e.g., sensible heat flux forcing vertical mixing o f  CBL with dry air aloft) or a 

result o f  the descent (e.g., adiabatic warming). As the horizontal gradient o f  virtual 

temperature increases with time, a secondary circulation will develop in the manner 

o f  the “inland sea breeze” (Ogura and Chen 1977, Sun and Ogura 1979).

As we have increased our operational ability for clear-air detection through 

the years, more “boundaries o f  unknown origin” have been identified in base 

reflectivity scans. The 3 May 1999 supercell that spawned the Moore, OK tornado 

initiated on such a boundary, well east o f  the primary dryline (Thompson and 

Edwards 2000). Some o f  these boundaries may well he mixing lines/secondary 

drylines. Even i f  a distinct DSC does not develop in association with an area o f  

vertical momentum transport, the resultant maximum in surface convergence can 

make conditions more favorable for convective initiation locally.

Some recent airborne studies o f  the dryline (e.g., Atkins et al. 1998, Weiss and 

Bluestein 2002) have shown descending motion immediately to the west o f  the 

dryline. The results from the UMass leg 3 traverse and the UWKA in this case also 

indicate weak areas o f  descent in this region. These observations are consistent with
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previous observations o f  westerly-component acceleration immediately to the west o f  

the dryline (e.g., Danielsen 1974, Doswell 1976, Ogura and Chen 1977, McCarthy 

and Koch 1982). Atkins et al. (1998) document a similar increase from 0-1.5 km 

AGL west o f  the dryline with WSR-88D VAD data. The effects o f  this downward 

momentum transport are similar to that discussed in the previous paragraph. More 

data need to be gathered to assess how ubiquitous this downward motion is, but the 

effect on convective initiation (a precursor?) could be significant (Fig. 82).

There are many possible explanations for the descent to the west o f  the dryline. 

Koch (1979) suggested that evanescent gravity waves can propagate to the surface in 

this region. Another possibility may be related to a shear-updrafi interaction at the 

DCZ (Fig. 83). Westerly ambient flow impinging on the updraft o f  the DCZ creates a 

non-hydrostatic positive pressure perturbation according to:

= (56)

where P' is the pressure perturbation, p  is the base state density, V is the wind 

velocity vector and w' is the perturbation vertical velocity. Since upward vertical 

velocity typically increases with height in the DCZ (Fig. 9), the horizontal gradient o f  

vertical velocity also increases with height. Therefore, the positive pressure 

perturbation attributed to the interaction o f the updraft with the ambient westerly 

wind shear is typically stronger aloft than at the surface. The resulting vertical 

perturbation pressure gradient force must therefore be directed downward
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immediately to the west o f  the dryline, hence perhaps explaining a portion o f  the 

subsidence observed.

4.3 Pseudo-multiple Doppler data processing

A new ground-based pseudo-multiple Doppler processing technique was 

developed to analyze the rolling RHI data taken with UMass W-band. The technique 

used variational calculus to find an “optimal” analysis that satisfied radial velocity 

observations and anelastic mass continuity in a least squares sense. Testing o f  this 

technique demonstrated its robustness, even for flows containing a large amount o f  

variability (e.g., an LES). The procedure, as expected, demonstrated its worst results 

for situations in which radial velocities were collinear.

The variational minimization was applied to data taken from 0007 UTC -  

0036 UTC on the primary 22 May 2002 dryline as it retrograded towards the west. 

Highly detailed analyses showed very strong ascent in the DCZ, upwards o f  10 m s'' 

over a narrow width. Descending motion about 3 km to the east o f  the surface dryline 

(seen in both the UMass and UWKA) completed a rotor circulation on the head o f  the 

DSC, as in leg 3. Areas o f  organized strong descent upwards o f  2 km wide and - 4  to 

-6  m s'' in magnitude were again evident farther to the east o f  the dryline.

The dryline exhibited considerable tilt during the retrogression, as much as 1:3 

by the time o f  UMass leg 6. In fact, radar observations showed easterly component 

winds narrowing to a point along the surface. From Margules’ formula, this tilt was
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consistent with an increased gradient o f  virtual temperature across the boundary^®. A  

surface virtual temperature gradient combined with observed (though minute) surface 

pressure increases from the mobile mesonets with dryline passage supported the 

notion that density current dynamics were at least in part driving the retrogression 

back towards the west (Parsons et al. 1991).

Much potential exists for the developed ground-based pseudo-multiple 

Doppler technique. The 22 May 2002 data set represented a first attempt at rolling 

RHI data collection with the W-band. From the testing in section 3.3 and 3.4 it is 

apparent that data should have been collected with a faster scan rate. An increase to 

6.0 deg s’’ (from 1.6 deg s’’) greatly decreased the RMS error in the retrieved test 

fields, primarily by reducing the domain area covered by sub-critical look angle 

differences. Plans to test the faster scan rate in 2003 were canceled after the W-band 

radar failed. Similar testing plans remain for the future.

^  The work o f  Margules shows how rotation restricts a fluid o f  higher density from com pletely 
undercutting a (horizontally) neighboring fluid o f  lighter density. Instead, a steady solution is one o f  a 
sloped frontal surface between the two fluids. Applying Margules’ formula here implies the 
assumption that time scales are large enough in the retreating dryline environment that the Coriolis 
acceleration f i s  important.
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Figure 1 - (from R hea et al. (1966), his Fig. 1) Frequency of new  radar ech o  area  
developm ent relative to surface position of the dryline for April, May and June, 
1959 through 1962.
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Figure 3 - (from Sun and Ogura (1979), their Fig. 12) Schem atic vertical cross  
section  across the dry line. J, U and D denote the locations of the co res  of the 
jet in the y direction, the upward motion and the downward motion, respectively. 
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Figure 4  - (from Parsons at al. (1991), their Fig. 11) A sch em atic  of the 
circulations assoc ia ted  in the vertical cross section  perpendicular to the dryline 
for the late-afternoon and early-evening dryline with a significant density  
gradient. The d ashed  line is the boundary betw een  the m oist and dry air 
m a sse s . The dash-dot line is the height of the boundary layer for the hot dry air 
m ass.
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Figure 6 - (from Crawford and Bluestein (1997), their Fig. 4) Plots of (a) 
dewpoint (°C , solid line) and wind direction (degrees, d ash ed  line), (b) adjusted  
(i.e., the diurnal and semidiurnal w aves have been  rem oved) pressure (mb, 
clashed line) and virtual temperature (°C , solid line), and (c) the zonal (u) 
com ponent of the wind (m s'"') a s  a function of time at the PAM-II m eson et site  
in Quitaque, Texas, on 3 0 -3 1  May 1991. The dryline p a ssed  to the e a s t  of the  
site at the tim e indicated by the arrow at the top.
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100 GMT
6—MAY-91

Figure 7 - (from Hane et al. (1997), their Fig. 8b) Visible im age centered  on the  
northeastern Texas panhandle from G O ES-7 satellite on 2 6  May 1991 at 2101 
UTC. N ote the secondary convergence line.
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a )  P3 data 2216-2246 UTC
2.0

ELDORA dBZ^ 6 May 1995
d (9 Kgrv

Gr ound
Cl ut t e r  

I____________ 1

P3 Winds

9

fOm# '
30 km  

from Amarillo

rotor head

Figure 8 - (from Atkins et al. (1998), their Fig. 14) Vertical cro ss  section  of 
objectively analyzed P-3 data collected  from 2 2 1 6  to 2 2 4 6  UTC [6 May 1995]. 
Plotted are (a) mixing ratio (g kg-1), (b) virtual potential tem perature (K), and (c) 
dryline relative winds (m s'1 ) in the plane of the cross section . The gray field in 
all three panels is the ELDORA reflectivity field in the c lo se s t  vertical cross  
section  to the P-3 flight track. The thin black line is the P-3 flight track, while the  
star indicates the Electra position in the cross section .
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Figure 9 - (from Ziegler and R asm u ssen  (1998), their Fig. 16) Vertical profiles of 
horizontally averaged  moisture flux convergence [(a), (c), (e)j and vertical 
velocity [(b), (d), (f)] over the cross-sectional analysis dom ains in the 15 May 
1991 (row 1), 7 June 1994  (row 2), and 6 May 1995  (row 3) c a s e s .  Moisture flux 
con vergence is the e a s t -w e s t  com ponent.
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zone

hot, dry
% W W «K *

w a r m ,m o ! s
western
sounding

dryline
sounding

dryline zone 
(-1  -10 km wide) eastern 

sounding

Figure 10 - (from Ziegler and R asm u ssen  (1998), their Fig. 17) C onceptual 
m odel of the dryline environment during afternoon and early evening, show ing  
dryline position in relation to cum ulus clouds and airflow stream lines. The lower 
heavy d ashed  curve d en otes the extent of the m oist convective boundary layer, 
while the upper heavy d ashed  curve locates the deep , dry convective boundary 
layer (w est of dryline), and the elevated  residual layer (ea st of dryline and above  
moist layer). The gray d ashed  curve locates the surface of zero w esterly wind 
com ponent. The heavy d ashed  stream line d en otes a buoyantly accelerated  
cloudy air parcel trajectory.
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Leg 7-8 A veraged Dryline C ross Section - Horizontal D ivergence

95/ 6/ 3 21:0:12-21:11:59

V/.%

2 m/s

x10’̂  s’’

DCZ

1 1.5 10 m/s

Figure 11 - (from W eiss and Bluestein (2002), their Fig. 12) A veraged ELDORA 
cross section  a cross  the 3 June 1995 dryline. Vectors represent average u and 
w winds (m s'"* ; note different sc a le s  for u and w com ponents). Shading  
represents average horizontal d ivergence (10'^ s"  ̂; sc a le  at bottom). Blue 
colors indicate d ivergence, red colors indicate convergence.
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L eg  1 1 -1 2  A v e ra g e d  D ryline E x te n s io n  C ro s s  S e c t io n  (y=-5  to  +1)

95/ 6/ 3
- IV -" ■ r

21:29: 0-21:36:57 Y= -3.00

RDSC

I717Ü

/ i

. ■ x \ \ W v ^

2 m/s

1.5 3 4.5 6 7.5 9 10.5

10 m/s

Figure 12 - (from W eiss and Bluestein (2002), their Fig. 16c) A veraged ELDORA 
cross section  of a  residual dryline secondary circulation (RDSC) north of an 
outflow boundary on 3  June 1995. Vectors represent average u and w winds 
(m s '^ , note different s c a le s  for u and w com ponents). A verage reflectivity 
indicated by shading (dBZ). RDSC position shown.
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y1=y2Radar 1 Radar 2

"baseline"

Figure 13 - The geom etry of the traditional dual-Doppler problem for Eqns (1a) 
and (1b). Here, yi=V 2 for the purposes of e a sy  illustration.
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X

Figure 14 - (from Armijo (1969), his Fig. 1) Coordinate system  conventions for 
three-radar problem.
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Figure 15 - (from Ray at al. (1980), their Fig. 11) E ast-w est cro ss  sectio n s of 
wind velocity through a thunderstorm using the following techn iques (label in 
lower left corner of each  panel): B' - integration downward from upper boundary, 
posterior variational adjustment to satisfy vertically integrated horizontal 
divergence; C - direct least squares estim ation (3 radars); D - C with posterior 
variational adjustment a s  in B'; E - posterior variational adjustm ent of least 
squares estim ation to satisfy m ass continuity (best estim ate).
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(a)

4.0 m /8

50-
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N 4 3
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M U S C A T
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error c lo se  to flight track
\  (b)
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EODD
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"T I I " I  "X" i I I |—7“ j - p - j  -1  I I I»

10 20 30 40
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Figure 16 - (from Bousquet and Chong (1998), their Fig. 6) Retrieved horizontal 
flow at 5-km altitude from (a) MUSCAT and (b) EODD, a s  applied to sim ulated  
data. Oblique line refers to the flight track.
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Figure 17 - 500  mb an a ly ses  valid on 22  May 2002  at a) 1200  UTC and b) 0000  
UTC (23 May). Solid contours denote height (m, contoured every 4 0  m). 
D ashed lines denote temperature (deg C, contoured every 2 d eg  C). The 
Aberdeen, SD  RAOB (referred to in the text) is circled.
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Figure 18 - 7 00  mb an a ly ses  valid on 22 May 2002  at a) 1200  UTC and b) 0000  
UTC (23 May). Solid contours denote height (m, contoured every 30  m). 
D ashed lines denote temperature (deg C, contoured every 3  d eg  C).
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a) 020522/1200 72363 AMA SLAT: 35 SLON: -1 0 2  SELV: 1099 LIFT: 2
C A P E : Q Amarillo, TX (AMA)

b)
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020523/0000 72353 AMA SLAT: 35 SLON: -1 0 2  SELV: 1099 LIFT: 1
CAPE: 16 Amarillo, TX (AMA)
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Figure 19 - Skew-T diagram s from RAOBS taken at Amarillo, TX, valid on 22  
May 2002  at a) 1200 UTC and b) 0 0 0 0  UTC (23 May). Full (half) wind barbs 
represent 10 (5) knots.
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Figure 20  - 8 50  mb an a ly ses  valid on 22 May 2002  at a) 1200  UTC and b) 0000  
UTC (23 May). Solid contours den ote height (m, contoured every 3 0  m). 
D ashed lines denote tem perature (deg C, contoured every 5  d eg  C).
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a)
020522/1200 7 2 4 g ^ p g p c ^  SLAT: 38 SLON: -1 0 0  SELV: 790 LIFT: 4

DodgeCity, KS (DDC)

b)
020523/0000 72451 DDC SLAT: 38 SLON: -1 0 0  SELV: 790 LIFT: - 4  

CAPE: 1719

100
DodgeCity, KS (DDC)

m

Figure 21 - Skew-T diagram s from RAOBS taken at D odge City, KS valid on 22  
May 2002  at a) 1200 UTC and b) 0000  UTC (23 May). Full (half) wind barbs 
represent 10 (5) knots.
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Figure 2 4  - a) Central Plains surface map and b) Oklahom a M esonet surface  
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Figure 25 - a) Central Plains surface map and b) Oklahom a M esonet surface 
map valid at 2 3 0 0  UTC on 22  May 2002 . Temperature and dewpoint for each  
station reported in d eg  F. The scalloped line in a) indicates the position of 
(known) drylines.
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If

Figure 26  - NOWRAD com posite reflectivity for 0000  UTC 2 3  May 2002 . 
Reflectivity sca le  (dBZ) is provided on the left.
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“ P ' = 1735 Time
CIN =  - 4 9 0 .

K Index =  15 3 0 0 ^

LI =  - 3 , 7 8  
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TEMPERATURE (“C)

Figure 27 - Skew-T diagram from an Atm ospheric Emitted R adiance  
Interferometer (AERIplus) sounding taken at Vici, OK valid 2 3  May 2 0 0 2  at 0029  
UTC. Full (half) wind barbs represent 10 (5) knots. The wind m easu rem en ts are 
from a nearby profiler.
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Figure 28  - WSR-BSD 0 .5  deg  b a se  reflectivity at Amarillo, TX valid a) 2308  UTC 
(22 May 2002) and b) 0007  UTC (23 May 2002). Reflectivity s c a le  (dBZ) 
provided to the left. The locations of the eastern  and w estern dryline are shown  
in a)
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a)

b)
NW SE

:.W

Figure 29  - a) Reflectivity from SPOL (location indicated in Fig. 30). Reflectivity 
sca le  (dBZ) indicated to tfie right. The straight white lines indicate the a x es  of two 
separate drylines. The white box represents the domain of operations for the  
UM ass W-band radar. The red line d en otes the flight track of the University of 
W yoming King Air (UWKA) from 2 2 33-2240  UTC. b) Traces of in-situ specific  
humidity (g kg-1, m agenta trace) and u-com ponent wind (m s"1, black trace) 
taken aboard the UWKA for the flight leg indicated in a). Tim e (UTC) is indicated 
along the bottom axis, s c a le s  for u-com ponent wind and specific humidity are 
indicated on the left and right axes, respectively. The two regions of sharp  
m oisture gradient are circled in green.
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Figure 3 0  - G O ES-8 visible satellite Image taken at 2 2 3 3  UTC on 22 May 2002 . 
Yellow boundaries denote the sta te borders. The black dot Indicates the location  
of SPOL.
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Figure 31 - Photos of the University of M assach usetts W -band radar.
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Operations During IHOP 2002
June 9

(dryline)

Deploym ents:
3 rolling RHI 
2 stationary RHI 
2VAD

June 10
(dryline) June 3

(cold front)Deployments: 
2 rolling RHI 
2VAD

Deployments:
1 stationary RHI

pnnalekCilüm
.wtonndtoi

Birionrrj

mû A*ins

ni'/vco: >.TfDaiL May 22
(dryline)

ifiDenm .yf?
ĵMie-Artea

iMjfi*''"; \  . . ;̂ nr3v
■ i««1n

D eploym ents:
4  rolling RHI 
2 stationary RHI 
2VAD
1 vertical a n ten n a  X -sect

Figure 32  - An overview of IHOP operations days for the U M ass radar.
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Data Collection Strategies
Mode#l - VAD

■ S y n th e s iz e  vertical w ind profile from e lev a ted  sec to r  sc a n  (~ 2 2 0  
d e g r e e s  In azim uth, at 4 5  d e g r e e s  e levation )

■ Six V A D s perform ed during IHOP, th ree on e a c h  s id e  o f  th e  
dryline.

Figure 3 3  - S ch em atic  of VAD d a ta  collection with an  ex am p le  from  22 May 2002 .
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Data Collection Strategies
Mode #2 -  Vertical Antenna

Temporal/spatial profile of vertical velocity 

Performed on May 22 dryline

Figure 3 4  - A sch em a tic  of th e  vertical a n te n n a  m ethod  of d a ta  collection
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Data Collection Strategies
Mode #3 -  Stationary RHI

Five such deployments during IHOP  

Drawback: No decomposition into u/w
Vertical sectors perpendicular to feature of interest

Figure 35 - S ch em atic  of SRHI m ode of d a ta  collection
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D ryline
R e tr o g r e ss io n

5 / 2 2 / 0 2

0 0 : 3 7  UTC 
( 5 / 2 3 )

n ie  Zoom Center ConHg Help

Figure 3 6  - An exam ple of SRHI data collection from 22 May 2 002 . Pictured are 
reflectivity (dBZg, top panel) and radial velocity (m s '1 , bottom panel) for a  
retrograding dryline. Radar position is in the bottom left corner of the RHI 
sector. In the radial velocity panel, greens indicate motion towards the radar 
(easterly com ponent), and yellow s indicate motion away from the radar (westerly  
com ponent). The motion of the dryline is to the left (west).
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Data Collection Strategies
Mode #4 -  Rolling RHI

■ Nine rolling RHIs during IHOP (all across drylines)
■ GPS data critical
■ Use pseudo-dual Doppler principles for u/w decomposition In lobe

but.. m ore com plicated than airborne technique.

Figure 37  - S ch em a tic  of RRHI m ethod  of d a ta  collection.
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Boyd

US-270 Legs

OOW3

i  km

Figure 38 - A map of the leg 3 UM ass W-band deploym ent. D istance sca le  
located in the lower right hand corner. The thick red line d en o tes  the path of the 
U M ass vertical antenna deploym ent, from right to left (east to w est). The thick 
blue line indicates the path of the UWKA radar from right to left (east-sou th east to 
w est-northwest). The scalloped  lines indicate the position of known drylines. The 
red dot labeled (SPOL) d en otes the position of the SPOL radar at H om estead, 
OK.
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a)

SR I 0 .5  deg  
Reflectivity 
5 /2 2 /0 2  
2254  UTC

UMass Leg 3| 
(black track  
w estw ard

b )
SR I 0 .5  deg 
Refractivity 
5 /2 2 /0 2  
2254  UTC

UMass Leg 3| 
(b lack track  
w estw ard

Figure 39  - 0 .5  d egree a) reflectivity and b) refractivity from the SMART-R at 
2254  UTC on 22  May 2002 . The black line indicates the path of U M ass leg 3 
(vertical antenna deploym ent). Note that th e se  data w ere taken approximately 20  
m inutes after the termination of U M ass leg 3. The locations of the eastern  and  
w estern dryline are show n in a).
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UMass
Reflectivity
(dBZe)
30 m res 
Leg 3
2222-2241
UTC

3.4 km

east ->western
DCZ

eastern
DCZ

Figure 40  - E ast-w est cross section  of reflectivity from the leg 3 vertical antenna  
deploym ent. Reflectivity sca le  (dBZ@) is show n at the top. 1 km s c a le s  for the  
horizontal and vertical direction are shown in the upper-right hand corner. 
Domain s ize  is approximately 18 km wide (east-w est) by 3 .4  km high. Letters 
"A", "B" and "C" are the locations of cloud cover d iscu ssed  in the text. The 
UM ass vehicle w as in motion towards the w est (left). Labels "D-|" and "D2 " are 
referred to in the text. Im ages of video from the W-band boresighted video  
cam era are show n. The blue bar at the b a se  of the reflectivity im age is the  
approximate track of the mobile m eson et probe in Fig. 41 .
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40 911

91035 Temperature

909

908

Pressure
907

906
cr

905Q.

904
Dewpoint

903

902

Figure 41 - Temperature, dewpoint (°  C, sca le  on left) and pressure (mb, sca le  
on right) m easured  by a mobile m eson et probe from 2 2 3 7 -2 2 4 5  UTC 
(approximate track denoted by blue line in Fig. 40).
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-13 -Il -9 -7 -5 -3 -I I 3 5 7 9 11 13 m s’'

UMass 
Vertical 
Velocity 
(m s-i)
30 m res 
Leg 3
2222-2241
UTC

X

3.4 km

Û

<- west 18 km east >

Figure 4 2  - a s  in Fig. 40, expect colors den ote vertical velocity (m s'1 ). O range 
colors indicate upward motion, green colors indicate downward motion. Velocity 
sca le  is indicated at the top. Labels "D-|" and "D2 " are referred to in the text.
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a)
uw
King Air 
Vertical 
Velocity 
(m s-i) I

4.5 km (east-west from eastern dryline)
max w = 7.1 m/s

b) -13 -11 -9 -7 -5 -3 -1 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 m s '

UMass 
Vertical 
Velocity 
(m s 'l)
30 m res 
Leg 3
2222-2241
UTC

C )

max w = 9 m/s®®®‘ -

9.6 —

Figure 4 3  - a) UWKA vertical velocity (m s '1 , sca le  to left) from 2 2 1 8 -2 2 2 4  UTC. 
b) UM ass W-band vertical velocity a s  in Fig. 42 . c) Trace of in-situ dewpoint 
m easurem ents aboard the UWKA (deg 0 , sca le  indicated to left). All three 
im ages represent approximately the sa m e d istance ea st-w est from the primary 
(eastern) dryline. Labels "D-| " and "D2 " are referred to in the text.
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Figure 44  - a) UWKA vertical velocity (m s'"*, sca le  to left) from 2 2 1 8 -2 2 2 4  UTC 
b) Trace of In-situ dewpoint m easurem ents aboard the UWKA (°C , sca le  
Indicated to left). The domain Is wider than that of Fig. 4 3  (the full length of the 
UWKA track). The red lines are Included a s  an aid to correlate the UWKA 
vertical velocity and dewpoint m easurem ents.
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-13 -11 -9 -7 -5 -3 -1 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 m s '

UMass 
Vertical 
Velocity 
(m  s 'l)
30 m res 
Leg 3
2222-2241
UTC

3.4  km ''*1'

3-point average

X

[ < y -o -

18 km \  east ->
max w ~ 7 m /s

Figure 45  - a s  in Fig. 42 , ex cep t with a  th ree -po in t running a v e ra g e  app lied .
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UMass 
Vertical 
Velocity 
(m  s-i)
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2222-2241
UTC

3.4 km *f,

5-point average i

X

I'
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I »
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n 7 Ii3--
U CjVHri
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'  ̂ ; tf" MR
I #% * Ü.
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' ' Ÿ  ^

:-w
18 km

i f

Figure 46  - a s  in Fig. 42 , ex cep t with a  five-point running a v e ra g e  applied .
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a)

/K
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O :
-Q

O  o

o O o o..
oo

C BL d ep th

east

Figure 47  - A a) plan-view and b) east-w est cross-section  schem atic  of "wedge 
sector" cum ulus. Circles in a) denote boundary layer convection. In b), the "qv" 
and "CBL depth" traces indicate the surface specific humidity and convective  
boundary layer depth, respectively. The d ashed  line d en o tes  the location of the 
LCL.
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Strong
Returned
Power

Power

yquist

Weak
Returned
Power

Power

" V  Nyquist oVei + V N y q u is t

Figure 48 - Schem atic of velocity assignm ent in strong- and weak-returned  
power c a s e s .  The red trace d en otes spectral power attributed to radar noise. 
The green trace indicates the spectral power of the true target velocity. The blue 
line identifies the a ssign ed  velocity using a power-weighted m ean.
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z

^elevation

4-

Figure 49  - A schem atic illustrating the assignm ent of radial velocity observations 
to gridpoints in the domain (s e e  equations (18) and (19) in the text).
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a)

Aigh* d ick  b ilo w  to d ia n g *  v#m W  dioptey unit* or manuaNy *pod iy  «larVond pofHton*.
From Pos: 330032.3. 4045509.4 To Pos: 357249.5. 4045227.4

5 .0  km 1 0 .0  km

2.5 km 5.0 km 7.5 km 10.0 km 12.5 km 15.0 km 19.2 km

Une o( Sight I Sew* to  Bitmap. . I Sav e lo X y Z . I ( OK |

<N 0  U B B .>  UrKlassiflecI Une F e a ttre

+10 deg

-10 deg

Figure 50  - a) S creen  im age of digital elevation m odel (DEM) data (30 m 
resolution) for UM ass leg 6 (yellow line). A cross-section  of terrain elevation is 
indicated in the lower right hand corner, b) Traces of elevation (m MSL, sca le  to 
left) from G P S (m agenta line) and the DEM (blue line), c) Traces of pitch 
(degrees, sca le  to left) calculated from G P S (m agenta line) and the DEM (blue 
line).
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corrected gridpoint

old gridpoint

fiat terrain

Figure 51 - A schem atic illustrating the slop e correction described  in equations 
(21a) and (21b) in the text.
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Min==25.0 M ax = 4 7 5 . C o n to u r  in te rv a l= 2 5 .0
I I I I ' '

8.0 km 12.0 16.0

1. 50. 100. 150. 200. 250. 300. 350. 400. 450. 494.

Figure 5 2  - An exam ple of a look count com posite, from U M ass leg  6  (0007-  
0 0 3 6  UTC). T he sca le  is indicated at the bottom of the figure.
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Figure 53  - A schem atic of exterior gridpoints ("0"s) u sed  in the update of 
boundary conditions. The lines indicate the physical e d g e  of the domain  
boundary. The "X"s denote gridpoints contained within the dom ain. The variable 
values stored at each  gridpoint (u and/or w) are indicated below  the gridpoint.
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C ost Function by iteration
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Figure 54 - Contributions to the cost function from observations (left scale) and mass continuity 
(right scale) by iteration. The total cost function (left scale) is also indicated. '148



X P O L ?

Cing Air 2
Boyd

US-270 D 0 W 2  2215-0100 Elm wood

King Air 1

U M ass 0 0 0 7 :16

-D 0W 3 2232-0 1 0 0 .

Huntoon

,SR1 2254-0057

5  km

Figure 55  - A map of the leg 6 UM ass W-band deploym ent (2 007 -2036  UTC). 
D istance sca le  located In the lower right hand corner. The thick red line d en otes  
the path of the UM ass rolling RHI deploym ent, from right to left (east to w est). 
The thick blue line Indicates the path of the UWKA radar (2345-2351 UTC) from 
right to left (east-sou th east to west-northw est). The red dot labeled (SPOL) 
d en otes the position of the SPOL radar at H om estead, OK.
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a)
Min=5.(X) M ax= l0 .0  Contour interval=l .00

10. 10.09

b)
M in=0.00 M ax=80.0 Contour interval=10.0

0.0 10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 86.88

Figure 56  - a) Analysis i/-com ponent wind (m s '1 ) and b) maximum look angle  
difference (deg) for the constant flow (u=10 m s '1 ) O SSE  with a  truck velocity of 
30  MPH and scan  rate of 1.6 deg  s'"*.
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0.45

E 0.25

w 0.2

25 30 35

Truck Speed (MPH)

Figure 57 - Analytic constant flow OSSE RMS error (m s"’ ) as a function of platform velocity (mpti) 
for a fixed scan rate of 2.0 deg s'̂  151



a)
M in=0.00 M ax=80.0 C ontour interval=10.0

10. 20 .

b)
30. 40. 50. 60.

M in=0.00 M ax=80.0 C ontour iiiterval=10.0

80. 86.8

86.8

Figure 58  - C onstant flow O SSE  maximum look angle for a  scan  rate of 2 .0  
d eg s'1 and a platform velocity of a) 10 mph (4 .44 m s'1 ) and b) 45  mph (20.0  
m S ' " ' ) .  The sc a le s  are indicated at the bottom of each  figure. T he truck is in 
motion from right to left. Horizontal and vertical d istance s c a le s  are included.
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a)
M in= 6 .00  M ax= 10 .0  C on to u r in te rv a l= l .00

b)

7. 8. 9.

M in= 0 .00  M ax= 10 .0  C o n to u r in te rv a ls  1.00

10.06

-0.17930.0 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 10.08

Figure 59  - As in Fig. 58 , for th e  u -ccm p o n en t w ind.
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"T 0.15

Figure 60 - Analytic constant flow OSSE RMS error (m s'^) as a function of scan rate (deg s‘ )̂ for 
a fixed platform velocity of 30 mph. 154



a) M in=0.00 M ax=80.0 C ontour interval=10.0

0.0 10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70.
M in=0.00 M ax=8(),0 C ontour interval=IO.O

80. 8&85

10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70.

Figure 61 - Constant flow O SSE  maximum look angle for a platform motion of 30  
mph (13 .33  m s'1 ) and a scan  rate of a) 1.5 deg  s'"' and b) 6 .0  d eg  s"1. The 
sc a le s  are indicated at the bottom of each  figure. The truck is in motion from right 
to left. Horizontal and vertical d istance sc a le s  are included.
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a)
M in=3.00 Miix=IO.O C ontour interval= l ,00

0.0
0.0

b)

2.0 4.0 km 6.0

2.189 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 10.07

M in=4.00 M ax=10.0 C ontour in terval= l.00

3.851 4. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 10.07

Figure 62  - As in Fig. 61, for the u-com ponent wind.
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a)
M in= 1.00 M ax= 12.0 C ontour in terval= 1.00

b)
0.8134 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 12.68

M in=-3.00 M ax=6.00 Contour interval= 1.00

-3.262 -3. -2. -1. 0.0 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 6.748

Figure 63  - LES plan im ages of a) u (m s"1) at 90  m AGL and b) w (m  s'"*) at 900  
m AGL. Color sc a le s  are indicated at the bottom of each  im age. Horizontal 
distance sc a le s  are indicated. The blue line represents the plane of cross  
section  for Fig. 64.
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a) M in=2.00 M ax=20.0 C ontour interva)=l .00

4.0

1.527 3

b)
5. 7. 9. 11. 13. 15. 17. 19. 20.08

M iii=-2.00 M ax=5.00 C ontour in tervals  1.00

-2.754 -2 5. 5.893

Figure 6 4  - LES cross section s of a) u (m s"1) and b) w (m  s '1 ) along blue line in 
Fig. 63. Color sc a le s  are indicated at the bottom of each  im age. Horizontal 
distance sc a le s  are indicated.
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a) M in=2.(K ) M a x = 2 0 .0  C o n to u r  in te rv a l= l .00

\

b )

1.527 3. 5. 7. 9. 11. 13. 15. 17. 19. 20.08

M in = 2 .0 0  M u x = l8 .()  C o n to u r  in te rv a l= l .(X)

2.0

1.596 3.

0.0

17. 18.46

Figure 65  - a) LES cross-section  of u-com ponent wind ("truth") (m s'1 ). b) 
O SSE  u-com ponent analysis (m s'1 ) using a platform velocity of 3 0  mph and  
scan  rate of 1.6 d eg  s""*. Color sc a le s  are indicated at the bottom of each  
im age. Horizontal and vertical d istance sc a le s  are a lso  provided.
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a) M in=-2.(K ) M a x = 5 .0 0  C o n to u r  in te rv a l= l .(X)

â
-2.754 -2.

b )

0.0 1. 2. 3.
M in = -2 .0 0  M a x = 5 .0 0  C o n to u r  in te rv a l= l .0 0

5. 5jW 3

2.0

0.0 à
0.0 2.0 4 .0  k m  6 .0 8.0

-2.73 -2. -1. 0.0 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 5.754

Figure 66  - As in Fig. 65, ex cep t for w '-com ponent wind (m s '1 ) .
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Figure 67 - LES OSSE RMS error (m s'^) as a function of platform velocity (mph) for a fixed scan 
rate of 1.6 deg s '\  161
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Figure 68 - LES OSSE RMS error (m s'^) as a function of scan rate (deg s'^) for a fixed platform 
velocity of 30 mph (13.33 m s'^). 162



a) M in=25.0 M ax=800. C ontour intervai=25.0

2.0

f T" 3 J :? .f /  ̂ f r " ' '
iv tv v  A t  Y*'

0.0
0.0 2.0 4.0 km 6.0 8.0

b )

1. 75. 150. 225. 300. 375. 450. 525. 600. 675. 750. 804.
M in=25.0 M ax=200. C ontour interval=25.0

222.

Figure 69  - C onstant flow O SSE  look count for a  scan  rate of 5 .0  d eg  s'"' and a 
platform velocity of a) 10 mph (4 .44  m s""*) and b) 55  mph (2 4 .4 4  m s"1). The 
sc a le s  are indicated at the bottom of each  figure. The truck is in motion from 
right to left. Horizontal and vertical d istance sc a le s  are included.
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a)
Min=-3.(X) Max=6.(X) Contour interva!=l .00

b )

»
-3.471 -3 -1. 0.0 1. 2. 3. 4.

M in=-5.00 M ax=6.00 Contour in tervals  1.00

6. 6.15

$

I
-5.08 -5. -4. -3. -2. -1. 0.0 1. 3. 4. 5. 6. 6.668

Figure 7 0  - LES O SSE  analysis w -com ponent wind (m s '1 ) for a truck velocity of 
3 0  mph (13 .33  m s'1 ), scan  rate of 1.6 deg  s ' t  and an im posed  G aussian  
observational error of a) 1.0 m s'1 and b) 2 .0  m s '1 . The "truth" field is show n in 
Fig. 66b.
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a)

b )

Figure 71 - SMART-R 0 .5  d egree reflectivity valid at a) 0 0 1 2  UTC and b) 0030  
UTC. The north radial is highlighted in black to show  retrogression m ore clearly. 
The approximate path of U M ass leg 6 (right to left) is show n in red.
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UMass
Reflectivity
(dBZe)
15 m res 
Leg 6
0007-0036
UTC

3.4 km

19 km east ->

Figure 72 - An east-w est display of com posite reflectivity from U M ass leg 6 
(2007-2036  UTC). Horizontal and vertical d istance sc a le s  are indicated in the 
lower right hand corner. The domain is approximately 19 km wide (east-w est) by 
3 .4  km tall. The black box d en otes the domain for analysis.
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Min=-11.0 Max=22.0 Contour interval= 1.00

8.0 km 
m m am /m m  I F"

- 11.89 -9. -6. -3. 0.0 3. 6. 9 . 12. 15. 18. 2122.27

Figure 73  - U -com ponent wind (m s ' l ,  contoured) and u/w wind vectors from the 
variational analysis of U M ass leg 6. Horizontal and vertical d istance sc a le s  are 
indicated. The oval encircles the DCZ, long arrows denote the easterly  inflow to 
the DCZ at low levels and w esterly return flow aloft. N ote that the color sca le  
folds at +12 m s ' l .
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Min=-9.00 Max= 11.0 Contour interval=l .(X)

8.0 km

-9.383 -8. -6 . -4 . -2. 0.0 2 . 8. 10. 11.63

Figure 7 4  - a s  in Fig. 73, except for the i/y-component wind (m s ’ l ) .  Cool colors 
indicate d escen d in g  motion, warm colors indicate ascend ing motion.
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a)

1 km

b )

X

11! i i' Il

' i '  : I

L-6

nce east-west of DCZ)

M ta -9 -00M a**(1 .0  ron to u rin tcrv a l» l.0 0

-9.383 -8. -6. -4. -2. 0.0 2. 4. 6. 8. 10. 11.63

Figure 75 - a) UWKA vertical velocity (m s"1, sca le  to right) from 2345-2351  UTC. 
b) U M ass W-band vertical velocity (m s"1, sca le  at bottom) a s  in Fig. 74. Both 
im ages represent approximately the sa m e d istance ea st-w est from the primary 
(eastern) dryline, though separated  in time.
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a)
M in=-9.00 M ax=9.00 C ontour in tervals 1.00

b)

3

8. 9.0449.657 -8.
Mm=:-4.00 M ax=7.00 C ontour intervai=1.00

-4.341 -4. -3. -2. -1. 0.0 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 7.959

Figure 76  - A nalyzed M^-component wind (m s '1 ) for the constant flow (u=10 
m s '1 , w=0 m s '1 ) O SSE  using a platform velocity of 3 0  mph (13 .33  m s"1), scan  
rate of 1.6 d eg  s""', im posed G aussian observational error of 6 .0  m s ‘1 and an 
analysis p  value of a) p = ( A x ) 2  and b) p = m ( A x ) 2 ,  w here m is the num ber of 
observations at each  point in the analysis domain.
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a)
M in=-11.0 Max=22.0 Contour interval^ I .(X)

b)
-11.89 -9. -6. -3. 0.0 3. 6. 9. 12. 15. 18. 2122.27

Min=-5.()0 M a\= l3 .0  Contour interval=(.00

-5.756 -4. -2. 0.0 2. 4. 6. 8. 10. 12. 13.79

Figure 77  - A nalyzed u-com ponent wind (m s '1 ) for U M ass leg 6  using a) 
P = ( A x ) 2  and b) p = m ( A x ) 2 ,  w here m is the number of observations at each  point 
in the analysis domain. Horizontal and vertical d istance s c a le s  are indicated. 
Velocity sca le  is included at the bottom of each  im age.
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a)
Min=-9.ü() M ax=11.0  Contour iiiterval=l.(K)

b)
-9.383 -8

4.0 8.0 km

-6. -4. -2. 0.0 2. 4. 6.
M i n = - 4 . ( X )  M a x = 7 . ( X )  C o n t o u r  i n t e r v a l s  I .tX I

8. 10. 11.63

8.0 km  12.0

r
-4 .5 1 ^ . -3. -2. -1. 0.0 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 7.252

Figure 7 8  - As in Fig. 77 , but for the vir-component wind (m ). T he blue box in 
b) indicates the domain for Fig. 79.
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Um ax=9.52 ,Umin=-5.25 ,W m ax=7.08 ,W m in = '2 .l3

a)

b)

10.0
2.0 km  4.0

-5.756 -4. -2. 0.0 2. 4. 6. 8. 10. 11.8

U m ax=9.52 ,Um in=-5.25 ,W m ax=7.08 .W m in=-2.13

KM)

rotor
circulation

-3.231 -3. - 2 . - 1 . 0.0  1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 7.225

Figure 79  - Analysis a) u-com ponent (m s'"I, contoured) and b) w'-component 
(m S'"*, contoured) wind near the retreating dryline interface for U M ass leg 6  
(domain indicated in Fig. 78). Vectors represent u /w  wind. Horizontal and  
vertical d istance sc a le s  are indicated. Data-void areas represent points with 
le ss  than 10 looks with the UM ass radar. The location of the rotor circulation on 
the head of the DSC is indicated.
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a)

Reflectivity 1 km

b)

Velocity

File Zoom Center Conflg Help

K' ' '1-ngjv î

Figure 80  - SOLO display of a  vertical sw eep  during U M ass leg 6. Pictured is a) 
reflectivity (dBZg) and b) ground-relative radial velocity (m s '1 ) of the retrograding 
dryline. S c a le s  are located at the bottom of each  figure. Vertical and horizontal 
distance sc a le s  are show n. Approximate dryline position indicated by the  
scalloped  line.
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a)

— ^  ^  ^
_____________

b )

\ i \ i

X

Figure 81 - Schem atic of a hypothesis on ancillary dryline formation. Strong 
w esterly m om entum  (a) is transferred to the surface via d escen d in g  motion (b). 
The surface virtual tem perature in creases in this region driving an increasing  
horizontal virtual tem perature gradient near the surface. A frontogenetical 
secondary circulation develops (c) parallel to the increased  gradient, further 
sharpening the moisture gradient and establishing an ancillary dryline. In the 
diagrams, the scalloped  line d en otes the dryline positions. T he d ash ed  line 
d en otes the top of the CBL.
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Figure 82 - Schem atic of a possible convective initiation m echanism  in a double- 
dryline environment (a). Forced d escen t to the e a s t  of the secon d ary  dryline (b) 
transports w esterly momentum down to the surface (c) increasing convergence  
along the dryline in se lec t locations (shaded  in yellow) to the south of the triple 
point (d). Scalloped  lines indicate known drylines. Arrows represent surface  
winds. The blue(red) regions denote areas of ascen t(d escen t) in the CBL.
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X

Figure 83  - Schem atic of DCZ-shear interaction. Stronger positive perturbation 
pressure a ssoc ia ted  with stronger updraft aloft (in the DCZ) yields a  downward- 
directed perturbation pressure gradient force. Such downward motion may be  
responsible for previously observed  in creases in w esterly m om entum  in the CBL 
immediately to the w est of the dryline (e.g ., Atkins et al. 1998, W eiss and  
Bluestein 2002). The scalloped  line indicates the dryline; the red "+"s denote  
perturbation pressure; the blue "-"s denote negative perturbation pressure.
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Table 1 -  RMS errors (m s"') for the constant-flow OSSE experiment as a function o f
scan rate (deg s ' \  columns) and platform velocity (mph, rows).
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Table 3 -  RMS error (m s"') for the LES OSSE (with a start angle o f  86 degrees elevation)
as a function o f  scan rate (deg s ' \  columns) and platform velocity (mph, rows).
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Table 4 -  RMS error difference (m s' )̂ between the LES OSSEs starting with a horizontal
antenna (control) and a vertical antenna. Errors are presented as a function o f  scan rate
(deg s ' \  columns) and platform velocity (mph, rows).
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Table 5 -  RMS error (m s’ )̂ for the LES OSSE with Gaussian observational error as a 
function o f  scan rate (deg s'’, columns) and platform velocity (mph, rows).
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